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1 FOREWORD

1 Foreword – Sir John Banham
It took riots in Toxteth and Brixton more than two
decades ago to convince the Government of the
day that urgent action was required to address the
challenges of urban regeneration to prevent the
emergence of what was then termed “an urban
underclass”.
The terrorist attacks in London last year should
have served as a similar wake-up call for business:
corporate social responsibility cannot be allowed
to become the province of public affairs’
consultants seeking to convince special interests
and investors that the Company is doing the right
thing. This would represent the ultimate triumph
of form over substance.
It is apparent that the costs of society at large
failing to engage with young people, so that they
all are helped to realize their full potential, will be
very high indeed. And it is evident that the public
services alone will not be equal to this massively
important task.
Local private and voluntary initiatives have a
critical role to play. Ever since my time as the First
Controller of the Audit Commission, I have been
impressed by the remarkable achievements of
local communities, and by the potential benefits
from spreading good practice more widely.
Similarly, during the five years I spent as Chairman
of Whitbread, I was encouraged – and humbled –
by the success of the very many community
initiatives supported by the Company and its
Charitable Trust.

“Why are not more
communities benefiting
from these initiatives which
often succeed against
all the odds?”
But every local success prompts the question:
“Why are not more communities benefiting from
these initiatives which often succeed against all
the odds?” With this challenge in mind, over a
year ago the Whitbread Charitable Trust decided
to undertake an Inquiry in Greater Manchester to
2

find out what is really working for young people,
to give them a purpose in life and help them
realize their full potential – as well as to keep
them out of trouble. The Trust also wanted to
understand what difficulties and barriers these
successful initiatives would have to overcome
along the way. This report is the result.
In an era of compassion fatigue, it is clear that
private and voluntary local initiatives need and
deserve support from corporate Britain as well
as from the public sector.
Within the Greater Manchester area alone,
Whitbread owns and operates over 50 outlets,
employing over 1,400 people and, on average,
plays host to over 325,000 customers every
month. Greater Manchester was, therefore,
an ideal test bed for this Whitbread-inspired
initiative. There are many examples of Whitbread
community projects that have borne fruit in
Greater Manchester. The most recent has been
the Whitbread Young Achiever winner in 2005,
Sarah Greaves. She won first place in the arts
category for her inspirational work in setting
up the “Art Reaching Communities” project.
From its Manchester roots, this has now
become an international organization with
over 500 volunteers.
In Greater Manchester, many organizations in
the public sector, local businesses, voluntary
organizations and individuals have contributed
to our work. The Whitbread Charitable Trust is
grateful to them all. It is particularly grateful to
Lord Ramsbotham, one of the most distinguished
public servants of his generation, for finding the
time to chair this Inquiry so effectively.
To my mind, the best legacy of this Inquiry must
be the realistic prospect that good lessons and
best practice can be spread and become common
practice to the benefit of young people in every
community in the United Kingdom.

Sir John Banham DL
Chairman of Whitbread PLC and the
Whitbread Charitable Trust 2000 – 2005

When Sir John Banham invited me to chair this
inquiry, I immediately thought of some wonderful
words of Sir Winston Churchill. In a speech he
made in July 1910, describing a humane and
decent criminal justice system, he said that:

‘an unfaltering faith that
there is a treasure in the
heart of every man, if only
you can find it’
is one of the symbols that

‘mark and measure the stored
up strength of a nation, and
are sign and proof of the
living virtue in it’.
Every nation should identify, nurture and develop
the talents of its people – all its people. If it does
not, it only has itself to blame if it fails. Too much
of what I saw during five and a half years as Her
Majesty’s Chief Inspector of Prisons, caused me
to fear that the need to actively support young
people was not universally accepted. Why did
young offenders tell me that they could not
remember whether it was drugs before boredom,
or boredom before drugs, that encouraged them
to leave school early? Why do so few young
people take up apprenticeships, designed to
provide them with the skills to become masters of
crafts? What explains the number of unemployed
young people, who enter adult life without
academic or skills qualifications? I am not making
a political point, but merely an observation on
what I have seen for myself, and what, I freely
admit, I do not like as far as the future of this
country is concerned.
It is all too easy for people of my generation
to look back, with nostalgia, to what appear
to be the much more ordered days of our youth.
We had National Service, religion, standards,
and pride. Now there are fewer certainties.
The pressures on young people today are

different and in some ways greater than they
ever were on my generation – the drug culture,
the endless exposure to materialism and the end
of deference. What of morals and proportionality
when a footballer is paid £100,000 per week,
and a policeman gets one fifth of that per year?
It must be enormously difficult for young people
to chart their way through this maze of
contradictions, which makes me admire,
even more, those who succeed.
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When I look at the future for these young people
I worry about what should be done with this
young talent that is going to waste. Too many
young people regard themselves as disconnected
from society and tragically, this is the beginning
of a reinforcing cycle of exclusion where the more
disconnected they believe themselves to be, the
harder it is to find a way ‘back in’.
So, why should we care? From an individual
point of view, what decent person would not
have empathy with young people coping with
the transition to adulthood under difficult
circumstances? And from a wider society point
of view, surely we want to prevent our young
people from getting involved in criminal behaviour
through positive means rather than suffer the
consequences of demonising them?
I agreed to Chair the Board of professionals,
practitioners and policy-makers who all have
experience working with young people, so that
we could jointly ask what more can be done to
support young people better, particularly those
who have been disadvantaged by social exclusion
in their lives. We chose Greater Manchester as our
study area, as we decided a regional focus was
needed. We were charged with investigating the
role that sports and creative activities can play in
improving the lives of young people. As a city,
Manchester has been transformed by the
experience of hosting the Commonwealth Games,
which has provided an impetus to a number of
sporting and cultural activities that have thrived
ever since. It therefore seemed sensible to make
these the starting point for any inquiry into what
might engage young people in adopting a more
purposeful, useful and law-abiding life style.
3
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With the possibilities presented by the UK hosting
the Olympic Games in 2012 in mind, it seems
timely to try to draw lessons from what we saw
and studied, on which others might draw with
advantage. This could be a time for change.
We found that involving young people in the right
kind of sports and creative activities can make a real
difference, if done well. We talked to a wide range
of community and voluntary organisations that are
running great projects in Manchester, giving young
people these opportunities and making a huge
contribution to their communities. We looked at
the barriers these organisations face and considered
what government can do to provide a better
environment for effective organisations to flourish.

“more young people would leave
school with the qualifications
needed to fill the skills shortage”
A major problem is the lack of a clear strategy on
how young people should be supported after they
leave school and make the transition into
adulthood. Seen from the ground up, policy on
young people seems like a morass of conflicting
directions, and policies affecting young people
come from so many different parts of government.
The ODPM is responsible for young people in
relation to community safety, local government
and social exclusion. Many initiatives emanate
from the Treasury including the Children’s Fund
and the Sure Start initiative. The Home Secretary
has responsibility for the Youth Justice Board as
well as the Police, Prison, Probation and
Immigration Services as well as activities, such as
licensing laws and gambling, in which a number
of young people are involved. On top of this, the
DfES, DoH and DCMS all issue initiatives to tackle
problems with young people. Other Ministers
comment on the role of the Voluntary Sector.
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I believe that we need one Minister with overall
responsibility for young people to determine
policy, and work in partnership with others to
execute that policy. If responsibility is to be
delegated to Local Authorities, and a number of
Trusts, simplicity in responsibility and accountability
is essential, or confusion and inertia will reign.
Having been welcomed by so many Ministers at
the start, I hope that the Inquiry’s conclusions and
recommendations will not be summarily dismissed
if they seem to be critical of current arrangements.

I remain enormously optimistic about what the
young people of today are capable of doing, if
properly encouraged and enabled, but certain things
have to change. It is my view, for example, that if
vocational training was given its proper place and
status in our education system, many more young
people would leave school with the qualifications
that enabled them to fill the skills shortages
employers are telling us exist. Clearly purely
academic learning, as currently conducted, does
not identify, nurture and develop the talents that
young people have, or they would not be dropping
out of school in the numbers that they do.
Vocational training motivates non-academic young
people and gives them skills for life, but we must
raise the status of it if we are to make it attractive
to young people, and I was disappointed that this
was not taken up by the 14-19 training review.
Services need to be designed with young people in
mind if we are to positively engage young people
who are already dissatisfied with what society has
handed out to them. This was brought home to me
one evening in Moss Side, in a club adjacent to a
green around which a considerable number of
people had been shot in the previous four years.
Here I met with a group of some 50 young people
involved with a project called ‘Radio Unity’, in which
they put out music and information programmes
that they designed, because they met their interests.
The whole process was uniting young people from a
whole variety of backgrounds and interests in a
common purpose, despite the unwelcome attentions
of some of the unpleasant gangs, who dominate
the area. I left inspired by meeting and talking with
them, wishing that they could have more support
and recognition for what they were doing, and that
the people running the project could have more
financial security so they might concentrate on the
work, not the latest funding shortfall.
We looked at many projects like this, with
excellent managers motivated by helping young
people achieve their potential, but hamstrung
by bureaucracy and financial insecurity. Our
recommendations lay out ways in which we think
government can support these organisations, and
through them significant numbers of disenfranchised
young people, to sustain, develop and expand
their work. I hope you find it interesting reading.
In concluding this Introduction, I must thank and
pay tribute to three groups of people.
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Because we needed to understand what was
happening in Greater Manchester, we formed an
Advisory Board of people living and working there.
Throughout they have been generous with their
time and advice and it has been a real pleasure
getting to know as well as working with them.
From the Manchester City Council Chief Executive,
Sir Howard Bernstein, downwards, we have been
greeted with nothing but friendliness and cooperation by everyone involved in designing and
delivering programmes in Greater Manchester.
I hope that the adoption of some of their ideas,
by others, will be as satisfying for those who have
helped us as it will be rewarding for the young
people who benefit.
Secondly I must thank the splendid trio of
Jess Tyrrell, Andrew Carter and Victoria Hartley
of The SMART Company, who really did all the
work. They arranged all the meetings, carried
out the field work and drafted the report.
Their enthusiasm for the task was infectious,
based on the immense amount of time in thought
and preparation they put into the whole project.
I hope that they will feel a warm glow when their
recommendations are successfully adopted.
Finally all the individuals and organisations in
Greater Manchester who gave us of their time.
All those who gave evidence to the Advisory
Board took immense pains to prepare their
evidence, and answered all our questions with
patience and wisdom. Those included in field
studies went out of their way to ensure that all
the nuances of their work were both presented
and understood.
Chairing this Inquiry has been a pleasure as well as
an education. If I sound gloomy about what is not
happening, it is because I feel that so much more
could be done to engage the latent talents of
many young people. Human nature being what it
is, not all of them will want to come on the
suggested journey. I hope though that, when they
look back on what may turn out to be
unsatisfactory lives, they will not be able to say
that that was because no one did anything to
provide opportunities such as engaging and
compelling sports and creative activities that
identified, nurtured and developed their talents.

...enormously
optimistic about
what the young
people of today
are capable of
doing, if properly
encouraged and
enabled...

Lord Ramsbotham, Inquiry Chair
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Introduction

The context

• This is the Board report of the Whitbread
inspired Inquiry, into how sports and creative
activities can benefit young people by increasing
social inclusion.

• The development of a knowledge based
economy requires a rethink of our approach to
training young people.

• The main purpose of the Inquiry was to
influence decision makers into maximising
the contribution of sports and creative
activities towards engaging young people
in education, training and employment.
• The Inquiry focused on Greater Manchester,
chosen for the juxtaposition of its thriving
creative and sports scenes with its ongoing
challenges in addressing social exclusion and
deprivation.
• The Inquiry brought together a Board of leading
practitioners, service providers and policy makers
to research and hear evidence from
organisations working in the field.
• The Board selected 12 case study organisations
to investigate in depth, allowing them to draw
conclusions about what works best when using
sports and creative activities to engage socially
excluded young people.
• The Inquiry also asked what is needed by the
organisations who are running these activities
well, in order to sustain, develop and expand
their work.
• The Inquiry is concerned with what works in
terms of engaging young people and
maintaining their interest; but also with the
challenges faced by voluntary organisations and
the potential solutions to the difficulties of cross
sector working.
• Based on the research and evidence, the Board
has made a series of recommendations for
practitioners and policy makers across all sectors.

• A particular social policy concern is the number
of young people not in education, employment
or training (NEET).
• Employers have identified skills shortages and
gaps, particularly in areas such as customer service,
front facing communication skills and teamwork.
• Addressing the issue of training and particularly
the re-engagement of excluded young people
requires agencies and bodies from across the
spectrum to work together, for example, better
links between educational establishments and
employers.
• Business must play a crucial role in future
partnerships. Businesses can not only help to
target training towards areas where skills gaps
are largest, but can help to shape training to fit
business needs.
• Business can also do much to support and
extend the facilities available to young people to
access sports and creative activities.
• Cross-agency working has always been complex,
and evidence suggests that though there is a
willingness to work together, current systems
are fragmented, and we lack clear lines of
responsibility for policy relating to young people.

The findings
• Evidence provided to the Inquiry shows that
organisations who are successful at working
with young people share a number of
common characteristics.
• Projects that are successful in initially engaging
young people:
• Deliver their work locally in a safe and familiar
environment;
• are non-stigmatising and focused on
developing potential rather than past mistakes;
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• are structured to allow choice and autonomy;
give young people opportunities to take
ownership and responsibility;
• provide opportunities for public recognition.

Recommendations

• Projects that help young people to develop start
with basic “life skills” first, such as self
confidence, motivation and personal responsibility.

• To build on the strengths shown by best practice
organisations, and to overcome the challenges
faced by providers in delivering their services, we
recommend that:

• The most critical change-making process of all is
the raising of self esteem among young people
who have experienced social exclusion.

• The provision of sports and creative
activities should be a mainstream part of
the delivery of public services.

• The stages a young person may go through
includes initial engagement and extends to
longer-term development and training, leading
into full time education and/or employment.

• Government should provide clearer lines
of accountability and responsibility to
address the current fragmentation of
services, policies, initiatives and targets.

• Projects that succeed in helping young people
progress towards more formal training offer a
balance of flexibility and structure, and provide
ongoing personal support alongside
formalised training.
• Organisations face a number of challenges in
delivering these services. They can be limited
by a lack of core, sustained funding, poor
communication and unrealistic demands from
funders, not enough involvement in local
political decision making processes, and a lack
of professional recognition for their staff.

Credit: Dance United at HMP Bullwood Hall, 2004.
Choreography Tara-Jane Herbert and Susannah Broughton. Photography: Nick Gurney

• There are much wider connections to be
made between the kinds of skills developed
through sports and creative activity and wider
workforce needs.
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• provide structure for young people, where they
want to be;

• Monitoring and evaluation should be of
more benefit to funders and recipients,
and the information drawn from it shared
more strategically across the sector. More
support should be given by the Arts
Council England and Sport England to help
organisations develop the capacity to
measure impact more effectively.
• Funders should be more flexible in their
demands of recipient organisations and
develop an “earned autonomy” approach.
This would mean greater flexibility,
longer-term funding and a partnership
approach to developing services for those
organisations that can show themselves to
be consistently effective in achieving
change in young people’s lives.
• Social inclusion professionals in the sports
and creative fields should be given a
higher profile and their contribution
publicly acknowledged.
• Business should take a more strategic
approach and view organisations involved
in sports and creative activities as
potential partners in addressing their core
business needs, such as skills development,
recruitment and retention.
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3 Terms of reference &
Inquiry Board Members
On December 15th 2004,
Sir John Banham and partners
launched the Whitbread
Inquiry to examine the role of
sports and creative activities in
tackling youth disadvantage.

To facilitate the Inquiry, we brought together a
Board of leading practitioners, service providers
and policy makers in the Greater Manchester area.

The company has a proud philanthropic tradition
and, through its Charitable Trust, has been a longterm supporter of young people. This Inquiry was
instigated to deepen that contribution, by
understanding better the needs of voluntary
organisations working with young people, and
influencing others to provide support for these
organisations in new ways. To take this work
forward, Lord Ramsbotham was invited to Chair
the Board.

• David Gallacher, Whitbread plc

The Inquiry Board Members:
• Lord Ramsbotham (Chair)
• Jane Beardsworth, Arts Council England
North West

• Carole Hassan, North West Sports Board
• Abigail Gilmore, Culture Northwest
• Cllr Mark Hackett, Manchester City Council
• Con Keegan, Greater Manchester Connexions
• Malcolm Kennedy, Northwest Regional
Development Agency
• Hannah Roberts, Greater Manchester Connexions

The main purpose of the Inquiry was:
To influence decision makers into maximising
the contribution of sports and creative
activities towards engaging young people in
education, training and employment

• Philip Shirfield, Sport England North West
• Paul Smith, Arts & Business North West
• Whitt Stennet
• Paul Thomas, Manchester Enterprises

Our objectives were to:
• Identify voluntary sector and other projects
working successfully with young people through
sports and creative activities and establish why
they work;
• Establish what these organisations need in order
to continue, develop and expand their work;
• Communicate these needs to local and national
government, funders and providers of services to
the voluntary sector;
• Identify how the business sector can contribute
to supporting socially excluded young people;
• Influence the public policy agenda in relation to
work with socially excluded young people;
• Enhance relationships between businesses,
practitioners, young people, policy-makers
and funders.
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• Geoff Thompson, Youth Charter for Sport
The Whitbread Charitable Trust principally funded
the Inquiry with additional support from Arts
Council England, Sport England and the North
West Regional Development Agency.
The Whitbread Charitable Trust engaged The
SMART Company as the Secretariat to the Inquiry.
The SMART Company is a specialist corporate
responsibility consultancy working on corporate,
voluntary and public sector issues. Jess Tyrrell,
Victoria Hartley and Andrew Carter carried out
the research, management and drafting work in
support of the Board.
The views expressed in this report are those of the
Inquiry Board but we hope they reflect the interests
of all of the organisations involved in meeting the
needs of socially excluded young people.

The young people with
whom we are concerned are
individuals, and we have been
wary of categorising them
too generically.

‘Creative Activities’ – encompasses all that we
would include in the term ‘arts’ including theatre,
dance, music, literature, poetry, visual arts and
crafts and wider creative activities that young
people may not associate with ‘the arts’ such as
design, DJing, fashion, film and video and creative
applications of technology.

For ease of communication, however, we have
used some general terms which warrant
explanation at the outset.
‘Young People’ – Our study defined young
people as aged 16 to 25. We chose to tackle
this age group because it covers the extended
transition period from childhood to adulthood,
and also because this is when comprehensive
statutory services for young people (such as
schooling) tend to drop off. Young people at the
upper end of this spectrum may still need support.

‘Social Exclusion’ – a short-hand term for what
can happen when people or areas suffer from a
combination of linked problems such as
unemployment, poor skills, low incomes, poor
housing, high crime, bad health and family
breakdown. By social inclusion, we mean positive
social action which deals with the causes and
effects of social exclusion.

‘Creative Industries’ - the sector that covers the
full range of creative disciplines from advertising
to designer fashion, film and video, literature,
music and the performing and visual arts,
software and television.

Credit: Nacro Sports Project

‘At risk’ – The Youth Justice Board estimates that
there are between 180,000 and 200,000 young
people in the UK who are committing, or at risk
of committing, a criminal offence. 3,500 young
people are currently in custody in the UK and a
further 350,000 are described as ‘detached’ from
mainstream services. We consider all of these young
people as ‘at risk’ for the purposes of this report.

4 DEFINITIONS & TERMS

4 Definitions & Terms

‘Sport’ – all forms of physical activity which,
through casual or organised participation, aim at
expressing or improving physical fitness and
mental well-being, forming social relationships or
obtaining results in competition at all levels.

Credit: Radio Regen

‘Sports and Leisure’ – the sector that covers all
aspects of sports and recreation from professional
sport to play, covering working in sports centres,
swimming pools, gyms, outdoor pursuit centres
and the production, distribution and retailing of
sports goods.
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Credit: Bolton Lads and Girls Club

It seems then, that sport,
creativity and the arts are good
for society and particularly for
young people, and that they
can help to address
disadvantage
10

Since gaining power in 1997,
the Labour Government has
been a supporter of sports
and the arts, most recently
demonstrated by the
Government’s commitment
to the Olympic Games bid.

The Board also heard evidence from a number
of organisations running a broad spectrum of
projects in the Greater Manchester area. These
included Theatre in Prisons and Probation
(TIPP), an organisation based in the drama
department of the University of Manchester
working with Youth Offending Teams, prison
and probation services to reduce offending
behaviour through drama work. We heard from
East Manchester Sports Action Zone, which
aims to provide an effective and sustainable
sporting infrastructure for inner city areas and will
be funded for five years by Sport England.
Background papers evaluating such practice, such
as the evaluation of TIPP’s work carried out by the
Centre of Applied Theatre Research, gave us a
basis from which to continue our research by
interrogating a selection of case study
organisations to see how they compared.

It seems then, that sport, creativity and the arts
are good for society and particularly for young
people, and that they can help to address
disadvantage. But what is it specifically about
connecting with young people through sports and
creative activities that works? What do activities
organised within communities offer that school
and formal learning cannot? Once involved, what
skills are developed by young people that can help
them progress, and how do good projects
encourage young people to make the most of the
opportunities available to them, both in sport and
cultural sectors, and in the wider economy?
To answer these questions, the Inquiry Board
engaged in a series of meetings, visits and one-toone interviews with organisations running services
for young people. This direct engagement was
backed up with extensive research into practice
across the region, and a literature review covering
both practice and policy issues (see bibliography).

Credit: Bolton Lads and Girls Club

Increasing resources have been given to both
Sport England and the Arts Council leading to a
range of new initiatives, many of which focus on
the social implications of arts and sports. The Arts
Council has developed its social inclusion strategy
and set up the flagship Creative Partnerships
initiative. Sport England’s new ‘Framework for
Sport in England’ (2004) emphasises the
importance of increasing and broadening the base
for participation in sport. In the summer of 2002,
the Youth Justice Board began its Splash Extra
programme to provide ‘diversionary’ sports and
creative activities for young people at risk of
committing crime, which has since developed
into Positive Activities for Young People.

5 FOCUS AND METHODOLOGY

5 Focus and Methodology

The Inquiry selected twelve case study
organisations working with disadvantaged young
people through sports and creative activities and
interviewed them on the basis of the evidence we
had gathered from our hearings. Our aim was to
establish whether these organisations displayed
similarities around the principles, processes and
policies they use when working with young people.

The case studies
When selecting our case studies, we wanted to
reflect the range of activity that is happening in
Greater Manchester, within small community
projects as well as larger institutions, and work
that is happening across the region, within the
11
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heart of the conurbation and in the outer-lying
urban areas. There are many organisations carrying
out good work which were recommended as case
studies to the Board. The final selection was made
on the basis of known good practice and diverse
focus and activity.

organisational challenges including internal factors
such as governance structures and staffing and
recruitment, and external factors such as social
trends and the policy and regulatory context (see
appendix 2).

The twelve organisations we chose use sports
and/or creative activities to engage young people
in positive activity that helps to tackle some of the
causes and consequences of social exclusion.

The report
All the evidence collated from the hearings, one-off
visits, case study research and literature review was
brought back to and deliberated by the Board.
This report is the result of those discussions.

Some, like Fairbridge, work exclusively with
young people who are not in education,
employment or training, or have been identified as
at risk of dropping out. Others, like Contact
Theatre, work with all kinds of young people but
focus their outreach in deprived areas.

The report considers the context of skills
development for young people, particularly those
who are excluded, and the implications of this in
a new knowledge economy. We look at what this
means for business and the changing nature of
cross sector partnerships. We discuss the relevance
of the Greater Manchester sub-region and its
appropriateness for this study. The findings of
the empirical research are presented and we draw
out the key lessons that can be learnt, particularly
from our case study organisations. We consider
the challenges that exist for these organisations
in attempting to deliver their services. Finally, we
explore the implications of the research and make
recommendations for all parties on how the
learnings from the research can be taken forward.

The Bolton Lads and Girls Club runs a wide
variety of activities during out of schools hours,
while the Kickstart project provides more formal
courses. The Manchester Youth Volunteering
Project and Dance United work in prisons, offer
activity focused on a particular sporting event or
leading up to a performance.

Some have chosen to focus on work in very tightly
defined areas like the Water Adventure Centre
who have provided ‘social development through
canoeing’ for twenty-five years and Lime who
provide arts work specifically within health settings.
We asked our chosen organisations to think about
their work in terms of how they successfully
engage young people, how they support them to
develop skills, and how young people are
encouraged to progress into long-term education,
training and employment. The organisations went
through a deliberative process, choosing between
different statements describing best practice
principles (appendix 1). They also considered
12
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The Nacro Sports Project and the Afrocats are
very community based and encourage young
people to play a very key role in delivery, with lighttouch support from adults. In contrast City in the
Community and Radio Regen are much more
structured and strategic, organising themselves to
deliver specific outcomes like improving health or
regenerating chosen communities.

Multiple issues requiring multiple responses

Changing educational, learning
& skills needs
The changing economy has led to a drive to
increase competitiveness through improving the
level of skills available, as well as a commitment to
enhance social inclusion through preventing young
people from disengaging from education. This has
had a strong influence on the development of the
learning and skills reform agenda.
The Government’s proposals for the 14 to 19
phase of education were published in 14-19
Opportunity and Excellence which set out plans
to develop 14 to 19 as a distinct phase of
learning. The work of exploring 14 to 19 reform
was led by the former Ofsted Chief Inspector,
Mike Tomlinson. The 2005 Government White
Paper 14-19 Education & Skills responds to the
challenges outlined in Tomlinson’s report. This
report called for vocational training to be treated
equally to academic training.
Operationally, the Connexions Service and the
Learning and Skills Council have made significant
progress towards achieving the Government’s
policy objective of improving standards, widening
participation and combating social exclusion.

Credit: Nacro Sports Project

It is conventional wisdom that we are now
witnessing significant social, technological and
cultural changes; changes that have been
characterised as shifts towards a ‘knowledge
economy’, ‘information society’, or ‘digital age’.
These changes must provoke a reassessment of
our approach to learning and skills development;
what now ‘counts’ as knowledge requires
rethinking, as do the skills and competencies
needed in people’s work, leisure and personal
lives. Such changes have particular implications for
the support and development of young people as
they reach the age where they could be entering
the employment market.
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...we are now
witnessing
significant social,
technological
and cultural
changes...

Linked to this, the Government White Paper 21st
Century Skills: Realising our Potential argued that
there is insufficient investment in young people
entering the workforce. It calls on employers to
13
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recognise the added value that learning brings, and
to invest accordingly in the workforce. In particular,
under-represented and disengaged young learners
should be helped to achieve qualifications to Level
2 (including BTEC First Diploma, Intermediate
GNVQ, NVQ Level 2, and apprenticeships) as a
first step on the ladder of learning.
In 2005, this was followed by a second Skills
White Paper, Getting on in Business, Getting on at
work. This included plans to extend the Employer
Training Pilots (ETPs), to a national programme, to
be known as Train2Gain; financial support for
people working towards qualifications at Level 2;
and the introduction of the Framework for
Achievement, the qualifications structure that
supports 14 to 19 education and skills reform. The
ambition of the 2005 Skills Strategy is to ensure
that employers have the right skills to support the
success of their businesses; people have the skills
they need to be employable and personally
fulfilled; and that the economy supports equality
and fair access for all, regardless of background,
ethnicity, gender, faith, age or disability.

• The Trust also estimates that there are 10,000
15 year-olds who are ‘missing’ from school in
England and are not accounted for anywhere in
the system.
• Ofsted report that each year more than 5%
of 15 year-olds leave school without any
qualifications. A large number of these pupils
have become disaffected at Key Stage 4, with
falling attendance rates and increasing alienation
from curriculum choices.
• The OECD ranks the UK 27th out of 30 OECD
countries in post-17 participation.
• In 2004, 300,000 young people left school with
fewer than five GCSEs, according to the LSC’s
Agenda for Change prospectus.
• Estimates of 16 to 18 year olds who are NEET
range from 9% to 11%, but there is general
agreement that the rate has reduced over
recent years.

Credit: Lime

• The 2003 Skills Strategy notes that 50% of young
people in the higher socio-economic groups
attain Level 3 qualifications (A-level standard),
while only 33% of those from the lower socioeconomic groups achieves the same.

This will mean a significant change in the way that
pre and post-16 provision is developed and
delivered. Provision will increasingly be driven by
the needs of employers and learners and shaped by
skills needs, prioritised by sector, region and locality.
Training providers will have greater discretion in
deciding how best to respond to needs, but will
also be expected to maximise the use of emerging
technologies to deliver and assess learning;

NEET young people
The issue of engaging NEET (not in education,
employment or training) young people must be a
central concern within the skills development drive;
the statistics show that this is a significant challenge:
14

• The Prince’s Trust reports that there are 649,000
16 to 24 year olds in the UK who are
economically inactive and not in full-time
education, and a further 405,000 who
are unemployed.

The Social Exclusion Unit’s Report Bridging the
Gap presents a detailed analysis of the reasons for
low participation by 16 to 18 years olds. Regional,
gender and ethnic differences are explored, but
the common factors that arise repeatedly are
poverty, lack of support, problems of exclusion
and failure in compulsory education.
Young people at risk of exclusion are not a
homogenous group that can be neatly described.
Rather they are individuals who experience a range
of multiple problems. Another SEU Report
Transitions focused on young people aged 16 to
25 found that 98% of young adults accessing
services had more than one problem or need. Both
reports illustrate how the roots of social isolation
and deprivation begin early in a young person’s
life, and cross many departmental boundaries.

For organisations delivering education, learning
and skills for young people, and those working
with young people who have disengaged from
such provision, a particular effect of the reform
agenda has been the emergence of what has been

How teenagers should be supported in their
transition to adulthood is a theme running
throughout the recent Government Green Paper
Youth Matters. Specifically Youth Matters starts
from an understanding that, while existing services
– Youth Services, Connexions, mainstream services,
and a wide range of targeted support programmes
– have made a crucial contribution, they do not
amount to a coherent, modern system of support.
The Paper highlights that whilst there is much that
is good about services for young people, there is a
lot that could be better. In particular:
• services do not always meet the needs of
individual young people;
• the various organisations providing services and
help for young people do not work together as
effectively or imaginatively as they should, with
the result that money and effort are wasted;
• services are failing to exploit the full potential of
the internet, mobile phones and other new
technologies; and
• young people and their parents do not have
enough say in what is provided.

Management and delivery
of change: on-the-ground
experience
Greater collaboration and partnership working are
considered central to managing and implementing
the changes required to achieve a coherent
education, learning and skills system. However,

Credit: Kickstart

The challenge for providers is therefore not only to
broaden provision, but to work more effectively
with other agencies such as health trusts and the
youth justice system, in order to engage young
people who have become disaffected or who
simply have too many immediate real-life problems
to focus on their long-term ambitions.
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achieving this is extremely challenging, owing to the
complexities of the policy and funding landscape.

One aspect of inclusion that has become
increasingly important is the continuity of
services from early years through to young
adulthood. This issue is explored in the recently
published Transitions report. Key factors that
emerge include restrictive institutional age
boundaries, the lack of holistic services, and the
influence of a trusted adult on a young person’s
thinking and behaviour.

termed ‘initiative-itis’. This describes a situation
characterised by the proliferation of ‘special’
initiatives, the fragmentation of boundaries
amongst local organisations and services, and the
reliance on compiling funding packages from
multiple public sources with different criteria and
timetables. This has had the predictable effect of
raising the costs for tightly-staffed, time- and cashsqueezed local actors, especially smaller
organisations, charities and community groups.
As a report by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation
notes “the problem is the landscape keeps
changing. Every time there is a change, the
people in the front line have to get up to speed
with it. Many [organisations] are having to make
the most of a bad lot in an extremely complex
operating environment”.
This complex operating environment is illustrated
by the schematic diagram on page 16, which is
an attempt, albeit a partial one, to illustrate the
complex web of policy, agencies and relationships
that voluntary organisations operate in this field.
The diagram shows that despite the Government’s
recognition of fragmentation of policy and
operational agencies as one of the biggest
obstacles to progress, this has still not been
seriously tackled.
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The Performance & Innovation Unit’s analysis,
based on discussions with local practitioners and
service deliverers, confirms this: “There are too
many Government initiatives, causing confusion;
not enough co-ordination; and too much time
spent on negotiating the system, rather than
delivering”. The Report highlighted a common set
of concerns amongst practitioners:
• Central Government initiatives which affect the
same people in local areas are often run
separately and not linked together. This reduces
their effectiveness and imposes unnecessary
management burdens on local organisations.
• ‘Special’ area-based initiatives and mainstream
services and programmes do not complement
each other well.
• Government concentrates too much on shortterm outputs rather than longer term outcomes.
• It is difficult to have a dialogue with central
Government which takes account of local
circumstances;
• Often it is not clear who within central
Government is in the best position to help tackle
complex problems.
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• Regional networks of Government departments
are fragmented, with no part of central
Government responsible for bringing its
contribution together to assist local areas.
Despite these concerns, the report notes that
there is widespread support for the policies and
programmes directed at improving local levels of
service in key areas, such as education, health and
crime, and establishing clear mechanisms for
achieving this.

Where next?
There is a multiplicity of organisations and bodies
involved in developing the new skills agenda, and
if success is to be realised these partners must find
ways of working together. Crucially, they must
also work with business. The business sector is
vital in both providing direction on where skills
shortages and gaps exist, and in working with
service providers to ensure that these skills are
being developed in the right way. The next
chapter explores this business imperative and
its place within the growing corporate
responsibility agenda.

Such involvement is clearly within the interests
of business – all successful companies rely on a
constant source of young, enthusiastic recruits
who have the basic skills to take on a role, learn
and develop. But it also reflects a wider concern of
business, that of corporate responsibility. Where this
social expectation fits with business need, there is
what is often described as a “win-win” situation.
The idea that business should recognise its
responsibilities to society is not new; many of the
great Victorian philanthropists such as Cadbury
recognised the business benefits that stem from
treating workers and communities well. The
concept of corporate responsibility (CR), is,
however, one that has come to the forefront
of the business agenda in the last 10 years.
Driven by a combination of government action
(the Labour government was the first to have a
minister with responsibility for CR), public
awareness and the growth in power and reach
of NGOs, CR has now become an essential part
of business practice. While still unregulated and
subject to varying definitions, CR is generally
interpreted to be about the impacts that business
can have and the way in which those impacts are
managed. These impacts are usually understood
to cover four dimensions – the workplace, the
marketplace, the community and the natural
environment. Almost all of the FTSE100 and a
growing number of FTSE250s now report annually
on their CR performance, either as part of their
Annual Report or in separate, stand-alone reports.

Credit: Fairbridge

Working alongside Whitbread,
the Inquiry seeks to show
how business can engage in
cross sector partnerships to
develop connected workplace
training that is engaging for
young people and meets
business need.
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...all successful
companies rely
on a constant
source of young,
enthusiastic
recruits...

In its early guises, CR generally focused largely on
two areas – environmental impacts, which are
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tangible and easy to measure, and charitable
giving, which were interpreted as the
manifestation of business’s wider contribution to
society. In recent years, however, there has been
a growing expectation that CR should be more
strategic - that it should be about the material
impacts of a business, and that their approach
to managing these impacts should be embedded
throughout the business. Rather than being an
“add-on”, CR is now understood to be about
how a business is run. This differentiation from
the philanthropy of charitable giving is often
expressed as “how a company makes its money,
not how it spends it”.

with shared, and individual goals. This Inquiry
focuses particularly on sports and creative activity,
and here too there is real opportunity for business
to benefit from efforts to engage young people.
Both the sports and creative industries sectors
need bright, motivated young people, and offer
rewarding and exciting career prospects in return.
As we will see, these opportunities are particularly
prevalent in the Greater Manchester region. In
sports, the sector needs employees with the
qualifications in coaching, sport science and
physical education, sports development and
recreation management. The creative industries are
recognised as critical to driving forward
knowledge-intensive economic development and
employees with practical experience are needed to
enter the workforce.

This more business-focused approach has led to
some companies developing programmes that
find a real balance between meeting business
needs and social needs. National Grid Transco,
for example, has developed a cross-sectoral
partnership programme that provides training for
young offenders. Working with its contractors and
with prisons, a select group of young offenders
are given intensive on-the-job training to become
gas engineers, and if they successfully complete
the programme, a job is guaranteed. Not only
does this programme address on of society’s most
intractable problems – of rehabilitating young
offenders and breaking the cycle of reoffending –
it also meets a genuine business need within the
gas industry, which in recent years has struggled
to recruit trainees. NGT is not the only company to
develop such a business focused approach – the
Hoxton Apprentice restaurant, of which Whitbread
is a sponsor, provides training and work
experience for people who have been unemployed
for six months or more. It offers them real jobs
with real wages and provides in work support, so
they can come off benefits and pursue a career.

At the same time, there are much wider
connections to be made between the kinds of
skills developed through sports and creative
activity and broader workforce needs. We are not
suggesting that all young people emerging from
the projects we have identified will move seamlessly
from them into high level sports and creative
industry jobs. The creative industries are specialist
and competitive with the majority of vacancies at
graduate level, while in terms of the region overall,
the sports sector is a relatively small employer.
Rather, we should consider how the skills and
attitudes learnt through sports and creative
activities can be applied more broadly. Involvement
in the kinds of projects we have explored can help
young people to develop their work ethic,
motivation, attendance and discipline; all of which
will be valued by larger and quickly expanding
sectors like retail, hospitality, tourism, leisure and
customer contact jobs.

Such programmes demonstrate a real
transformation in the understanding of corporate
responsibility and show what can be achieved when
organisations from different sectors work together

Credit: Afrocats
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If business can become involved in these efforts,
providing direction as to what skills are most
needed, and opportunities for young people to
test out those skills in a working environment, all
parties will benefit. Young people will be provided
with new and sustainable opportunities; voluntary
organisations will have powerful partners to work
with; and business will not only have a source of
new recruits but will also be demonstrating a
commitment to social responsibility.

and sports sectors offer exciting and rewarding
career prospects for young people, if they can
develop the skills they need to make the most of
these emerging opportunities.

This Inquiry has been undertaken within the
Greater Manchester area, which comprises the
cities of Manchester and Salford plus the adjoining
metropolitan boroughs of Stockport, Tameside and
Trafford to the south, and Bolton, Bury, Oldham,
Rochdale and Wigan to the north.

Greater Manchester’s vibrant cultural economy
encompasses the media and creative industries,
leisure and tourism and sport. In sport, the area
has unrivalled competitive advantage over every
other UK region. In 1998/99 the Northwest
accounted for 35% of the economic turnover of
the Premier League, and three of the major
industry leaders in clothing and sporting
equipment are located in Manchester.

Culture and sport in
Greater Manchester
Greater Manchester has a strong national and
international sporting and cultural reputation. The
profile that this brings is hugely beneficial to the
region in terms of related economic sectors like
tourism (Manchester is the second favoured city
destination for tourists after London) and to
Greater Manchester’s sense of identity and culture.
This is reflected in the region’s high level of
sporting and creative prowess, including the legacy
of the 2002 Commonwealth Games and its
thriving sport and cultural economies. The creative

Credit: City in the Community

At the outset, we felt it was important to learn
about the challenges of delivering and integrating
services within a particular location, so as to offer
insights based on the impact of policy approaches
at a local level. The advantage of the Greater
Manchester region is that it allowed us to look at
practice and policy in a number of smaller
conglomerations alongside one of the UK’s major
cities. For this reason, our case studies have been
selected from across the Greater Manchester
region, taking in Manchester and Salford as well
as projects situated in some of the outer-lying
boroughs such as Oldham and Bolton, particularly
those experiencing high levels of deprivation.
Greater Manchester is the birthplace of the
industrial revolution and has operated at the
centre of international trade and migration for
centuries. Pertinent to our Inquiry, the region also
has a strong voluntary sector ethos, a culture of
self-help and self-determination developed
through a strong trade union tradition and
philanthropy of the Victorian industrialists. The
conurbation experienced significant post-industrial
decline, but it is now rebuilding its thriving
economy, embracing the 21st century industrial
revolution as it seeks to become one of the
leading knowledge capitals of the world.
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Sports related economic activity in the region
accounts for 3% of GDP and employment, almost
twice the national average, and the sports and
leisure sector is responsible for 1.5% of regional
jobs, a total of 15,500 in Greater Manchester.
Activity in East Manchester, including the
development of Sports City, has been a significant
plank of the region’s regeneration and will increase
the demand for jobs in the sector. Employment in
the sector is forecast to increase by 15,000 by
2010 with an additional 33% of the workforce to
be replaced, an additional 16,000 jobs. Female
employment is likely to increase faster than male
employment, with the sector continuing to offer
higher growth in part-time work.
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Greater Manchester residents are also enthusiastic
about participation in sports and creative activities.
A recent survey found that just fewer than threequarters of Year 9 children participate in extracurricular sport and half in extra curricular creative
activities. Three quarters of young people have a
positive view on the contribution that sport, the
arts and creative activities can make on their lives
and more than three quarters of adults feel that
these activities make a contribution to reducing
crime and disorder.
It was because of these world renowned sporting
and cultural offerings and the high levels of
grassroots participation, that the Inquiry chose
Greater Manchester as the optimum place to focus
the research.

Social challenges
In contrast to this vibrant and growing economy
which is making great strides in overcoming the
legacy of post-industrial decline, the region still
faces serious social challenges. Another factor in
our decision to choose Greater Manchester was
the level of social deprivation experienced in some
parts of the region, which encompasses some of
the poorest areas in the country. A significant
proportion of the region’s residents still suffer from
socio-economic deprivation levels that are amongst
the worst in the UK. Nearly a quarter (24.1%) of
Greater Manchester’s Super Output Areas (as
defined by the Index of Multiple Deprivation) are
amongst the 10% most deprived in the country
and 38.5% amongst the 20% most deprived.
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The Manchester city region has the nation’s largest
concentration of employment in the media and
creative industries outside of London, and the
sector is responsible for 5.6% of total employment
in Greater Manchester, or 64,000 jobs. Major
developments are underway that will promote
further growth, not least of which will be the
relocation of BBC production and commissioning
to Manchester making it the largest broadcasting
centre outside of the capital. In terms of career
opportunities, estimates suggest that due to the
creation of new jobs plus turnover in existing
work, 80,000 jobs in the creative industries will
need to be filled between now and 2010.

Greater Manchester still experiences below
average household income per annum. The Low
Pay Unit recently found that nearly half (47%) of
jobs on offer at the job centre paid a weekly wage
of less than £186, the amount that a young
couple would receive on Income Support.
While unemployment overall is at 2.2%, just
below the national average, long-term
unemployment remains a characteristic of some of
the most deprived of the regions wards. 13% of
people in Greater Manchester are in receipt of
income support compared to 9% in England as a
whole, and 20% within the city of Manchester
itself. Moreover, economic inactivity rises to 60%
of the population in some of the inner city wards.
Poverty, deprivation and lack of opportunity
contribute to the social exclusion experienced by
many of Greater Manchester’s young people, and
it is on these young people in particular that the
Inquiry has focused its attention.
The proportion of unemployed 16 to 24 year olds
grew faster between 1996 and 2004 in the subregion than national or regional trends.
Approximately 14.5% of those young people are
long term unemployed. In communities where
economic inactivity is the norm, young people lack
the role models and habits of work that can help
them embrace employment opportunities.
Other significant challenges abide, such as
resistance to travelling outside of very local
boundaries. Hampered by cost, but also by
entrenched attitudes, behaviours and cultures,
young people are inhibited from accessing and
embracing opportunities that could help them to
achieve positive outcomes in their lives. As we shall
see later, this issue about travel is one considered
by our case study organisations to be critical to
their success, and one they address by offering
very localised services in these kinds of wards.

a problem and an opportunity
The Inquiry considers that the juxtaposition of
Greater Manchester’s thriving sporting and cultural
scene with its serious levels of deprivation offers a
unique insight into how excluded young people
can find a way “back in”. For young people who
may not have had educational success, or who
may have experienced challenges in their personal
development, it can be hard to find and hold
down a job. It is our view that sports and creative
activities, when delivered in the right way, can
provide that way back, and ultimately help young
people to achieve long-term employment success.
But in what context should we be examining this
type of activity? Technological developments are
changing the way we work, and at a pace which
is challenging our ability to keep up. This new
environment will require new and specific skills
and aptitudes, many of which have been identified
by Greater Manchester employers as gaps to be
filled. If disadvantaged young people can be
engaged in developing these particular skills, all
kinds of job opportunities will be opened up.
Greater Manchester has experienced significant
economic success in recent years. This has been
driven in part by the rapid expansion of the service
sector and the region’s position as the knowledge
capital of the North of England, underpinned by
a thriving university base. However, a number of
important challenges have been identified that
must be met if economic growth is to continue.
One of the most pressing concerns is the level of
skills shortages that, unless filled, will hamper
economic development and the meeting of wider
social objectives.
‘Without significant improvement in school age
(and above) attainment, the longer-term ability to
raise the overall skills levels of the resident
workforce to meet evolving skills needs will be
seriously compromised, undermining the
development of knowledge-intensive activities,
reducing economic competitiveness and
reinforcing socio-economic exclusion.’

Three skills development needs have been identified
which have specific importance to the Inquiry.
• Improving basic and generic skills among young
people – research with employers confirms that
the most serious single skills issue in Greater
Manchester is the lack of ‘generic’ skills among
young people. These include teamwork,
communications, customer handling, problem
solving and time-keeping.
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• Improving NEET targets – the need to get the
significant numbers of young people not in
education, employment and training (NEET) into
employment, education and training, particularly
in some parts of the sub-region.
• Developing skills associated with hard to fill
vacancies – The Skills Survey estimates nearly
13,000 hard to fill vacancies in Greater
Manchester, particularly in personal services,
skilled trades and secretarial & administrative
occupations. Again, the main skills associated
with these vacancies are communication,
customer handling, technical/practical ability
and problem solving.
Moreover, the Greater Manchester Economic
Assessment Executive Report 2004 suggested a
key way in which this skills problem could be
addressed, namely by strengthening workforce
training and development. Alongside strategies
initiated by the Learning and Skills Council and
others, it is recognised that it is equally incumbent
upon businesses to provide the kind of training
needed by employees and potential employees to
overcome any skills gaps. As well as in-house
training for current employees, this means more
apprenticeships and work-based training and
experience for young people while still at school.
The Inquiry believes that the skills issues identified
by employers above are exactly those which
creative and sports activities are particularly good
at developing in young people. The work of the
Inquiry is therefore extremely pertinent in
demonstrating how sports and creative activities
can help with skills development, and what role
the business sector should play.
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Many young people live
in areas where travel
outside of the locality
is inhibited
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Our case studies spoke of the need to take
projects into these areas. They also emphasised
the importance of developing a sense of local
ownership, with services designed around particular
local requirements, often down to a sub-ward level.

The case study organisations described in section 6
offer a wide range of activities across the Greater
Manchester region. If such diverse organisations
are succeeding equally in delivering successful
projects, we can identify their commonalities and
draw solid conclusions that these factors
constitute best practice. To understand these
factors we looked at 3 distinct areas of practice;

Radio Regen runs All FM 69.9, a community
radio station in Ardwick, Longsight and
Wythenshawe FM 97.2, a radio station in the
heart of Wythenshawe that is run by local
members. Young people are attracted by the
‘buzz’ of radio and can walk into the station and
quickly become a presenter with a minimum of
training. Basic training covers content regulation,
but within these boundaries, young people are
free to present shows with material of their
choice. This level of autonomy gives young
presenters a real sense of independence,
ownership and flexibility within rules.

• How projects engage young people;
• What young people learn through their
involvement
• How they help young people to progress.

Using sports and creative
activities to engage young people
From our research we identified a number of
shared characteristics displayed by projects which
engage young people and maintain their interest.
Their work:
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Both of Radio Regen’s stations recruit their
presenters from the very local area who
communicate content based on very local issues.
Young presenters can then choose to participate in
longer-term training courses at Radio Regen’s base
in the centre of Manchester, which encourages
them to travel outside of their area to access
further training. The levels of engagement are
much higher and a greater level of commitment
from the young people demanded. If they succeed
in completing the 12 week training courses,
trainee broadcasters are able to apply for places
with organisations such as Media Training North
West, which offers industry specific training, work
placements and job opportunities in the media
sector. Young volunteers at WythenshaweFM have
in the past been given the chance to spend a
week with BBC Radio’s Drama Department.

• is delivered locally in a safe and
familiar environment
• is non-stigmatising and focused on
developing potential rather than
past mistakes
• provides structure for young people,
where they want to be
• is structured to allow choice and autonomy
• gives young people opportunities to take
ownership and responsibility
• provides opportunities for public recognition

Credit: Radio Regen

A local and safe environment
Greater Manchester has a wealth of high profile
sporting and cultural venues, many of which are
located in the centre of Salford or Manchester.
Many young people live in areas where travel
outside of the locality is inhibited (to do with
cultural traditions, physical access and/or cost),
and therefore do not engage with activity in these
venues. Young people may also be restricted by
Anti Social Behaviour Orders and unable to travel
outside of their immediate locality.
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City in the Community, a registered charity, is
Manchester City Football Club’s community
scheme. CITC which is based at the City Stadium
agrees that its association with Manchester City is
a benefit in terms of engaging young people,
through the draw of the sport as well as the
players and the profile of the stadium itself.
However Manchester City prides itself in being
part of, and in touch, with the local community.
CITC’s programmes are developed in consultation
with the local community, and much of their work
involves taking the programmes into the
community by going out into schools and local
groups, rather than bringing the young people to
the stadium. This demonstrates the effective role
that high profile venues and celebrities can have
when used in conjunction with the delivery of
local and appropriate programmes.

Other projects who cannot offer such locally based
provision talked of the importance of enabling
access, like running free buses to transport people
to sports facilities. Contact invests in very local
outreach, consistently and over time. It targets
very specific areas each year to carry out outreach
activity aimed at encouraging young people to
travel to activities in the main theatre.
The Manchester Youth Volunteering Sports Project
(MYVP) facilitates volunteering placements for
young people at high profile local and regional
sporting events. Young people are given the
choice of where and when they want to volunteer,
and so are able to travel further a field as and
when they feel ready to.
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A first feature of successful engagement then
seems to be that the more local the project, the
more likely it is to engage the really hard-to-reach.
Young people who have been socially excluded
can be put off by the bigger, more established
venues, feeling that they are not for them. While
this attitude can be overcome, it presents an initial
barrier to involvement, whereas local, smaller
projects tend to encourage immediate
engagement. Projects like Radio Regen, that
engage young people locally and then, once
confidence is built up, encourage them to travel
further afield are particularly beneficial. Such an
approach can help to break down entrenched and
restricted patterns of travel which impact later on
young people’s attitude to travelling to work.
Providing a Non-Stigmatising Relationship
Effective projects offer a fresh start to young
people who may have experienced stigmatising
relationships with the education service, the criminal
justice system, social services or drug, alcohol or
mental health services. Sports and creative
activities provide a respite and an alternative; they
are not threatening or ‘treating’ young people,
and neither are they part of an institutionalised
system. They offer young people the opportunity
to begin again and be treated as whole people
regardless of past experiences. They work with
young people’s inclination as well as their ability.
Creative artists and sports practitioners have a
different remit when working with young people –
they are not, at least in the first instance,
therapists or youth workers. The focus of activity is
the immediate one of producing a work of art or
taking part in a particular sport, which allows
young people to leave their ‘baggage’ at the door
and develop their potential rather than
concentrating on their past.

Fairbridge runs a series of programmes that aim
to challenge young people’s beliefs in themselves
through activities such as abseiling and orienteering,
and at the same time develop ‘Skills for Life’. One
of the programmes is a trip on the Fairbridge tall
ship – The Spirit of Fairbridge. The programme
provides young people from different parts of the
country with the opportunity to travel and work

The Bolton Lads and Girls Club aims to provide
young people with choices, opportunities, fun,
activities, support and encouragement.
Approximately 2,700 young people access the
Bolton Lads and Girls Club each week, and over
1,500 participate in organised sport at the Club.
The Club moved into a new, modern multi-purpose
centre in 2002, which was specifically designed to
enable a range of activities to take place at any
one time, and the facilities include: Astroturf
pitches; an indoor multi use sports court; gym;
and an indoor climbing wall. The facilities and
activities are designed in such a way that young
people are able to watch others take part from the
safety of more communal spaces, which has been
effective in encouraging participation. The Club
tries to be flexible in providing activities requested
by the young people, and ensure that the quality
of the programmes is always high by using skilled
and qualified individuals to deliver them.

Lime delivers arts projects with young people in
healthcare settings and in the wider community.
Projects span all art forms addressing health, well
being and the environment. Hospital spaces have
been redesigned and transformed through creative
participation. Projects offer choice, stimulation and
learning and provide a non-judgmental space to
escape from or confront anxieties about illness and
encourage young people to make changes to their
life style or surroundings. For young people, working
with Lime artists is different and stimulating.
It offers them alternative ways of expressing
themselves and sharing work with adults who are
non-medical, whose job is not to diagnose or treat
them. This provides a non-judgmental space to get
away from their illness and a healthy, creative outlet.

The Nacro Sports Project started in 2001 to
address concerns and issues raised by local police
and residents of a specific estate in East
Manchester. Nacro recognised the value of sport in
engaging young people, and while this was
initially a means of diverting the young people
from criminal or anti-social behaviour, the impact
of sport on the young person’s social development
then took precedence.

Providing a structure for young people,
where they want to be
Reaching young people where they are and want
to be (on playgrounds, in gyms, on football fields
and in sports halls) is an important step in
engaging young people so that they are ready to
learn. Many of our projects offer drop-in and
relatively unstructured opportunities, which make
it easy to participate spontaneously, without
having to make long-term commitments. Over
time, well-managed projects work to engage
young people in more structured programmes,
providing incentives and goals to work towards.
This gives routine and stability to young people
who may have otherwise chaotic lives.

The project focuses on understanding the needs
of young people within specific geographical
areas of East Manchester, and provides activities
in accordance with their needs and requests.
The project started by running community
football leagues, but has over time become more
structured and now provides more unusual activities
at the request of specific groups. An example of
this is a boxing class that the project ran recently
after a request from a group of young female Irish
travellers. The project has recently employed a
female co-ordinator, who runs programmes
including girls’ football, netball and dance.

Credit: Nacro Sports Project

Giving Young People Choice and Autonomy
Our case study projects provide opportunities for
young people to make their own decisions and be
autonomous. Projects encouraging young people
to ‘do their own thing’, especially creative activities
that allow for self-expressions of their culture, help
young people to build and develop their identity.
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together. The young people leave their past on dry
ground, and instead are required to work as part
of a team, think about how they deal with others,
resolve any conflicts that arise. This programmes
gives the young people involved the opportunity to
be valued on present performance rather than past.
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Good projects allow young people to take control
of some decisions, often in a ‘structured/flexible’
space. The projects we interviewed varied in the
degree to which young people controlled decision
making, and control was handed over in two ways;
in day-to-day choices about the running of activity
(as illustrated above by the Nacro example, since
young people are given choice over what activities
the project provides); and policy and management
decisions (for example, young people developing a
policy on acceptable smoking on the premises, as
happened at the Kickstart project).

Contact was re-opened in 1999 after the
redevelopment of its building. Its new
programme had the explicit aim of putting young
people’s participation at the core of its activities,
with programming responding to youth culture
and activity in the building designed by and for
young people.
At the micro level young people have a great deal
of creative say in designing the content of the
workshops and deciding which productions should
be included in the theatre’s performance
programme. On a macro level, the theatre runs
‘Action Contact’, a group of young people who
make decisions about the running of the theatre,
while they develop management skills. The Action
Contact group interviews all new staff and has a
great deal of influence over their appointment.
The young people also have real power within the
decision-making structure, with two members
appointed to the main Board.

Handing decisions over to young people appears
to work in a number of ways. First, projects
designed by young people are more likely to
appeal to them. Second, involving young people
in designing programmes or policies that define
how parts of the organisation are run is a learning
experience in itself, and helps to develop
ownership, responsibility, negotiation and
management skills. Young people thrive when
they are given responsibility, although the
experience can also be challenging for those
who too often have had decisions made for
them, such as young people who have lived in
very institutionalised environments while in prison
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or in care. The process of handling over decisions
is a delicate one and experienced professional
judgements are required to get the right balance
between choice and structured boundaries.

The Water Adventure Centre found that due to
the monitoring requirements of their funders, some
of young people who were accessing the project
were being asked to fill in as many as 5 different
forms (each) outlining personal information, before
they could take part. The young people found this
both intrusive and time consuming. When a similar
funding opportunity arose, WAC staff including
the young people in the decision on whether or
not to accept the funding, knowing that if the
funding was accepted the young people would
be required to fill in forms and provide personal
information. The young people in fact decided to
accept the funding, but because they had been
part of this decision making process were more
accepting of the monitoring requirements.

The opportunity to excel
Effective projects are attractive because they give
young people an opportunity to excel and succeed
in ways that are different from conventional
education and academia. Sports and creative
projects are practical and vocational, and success
can come through personal application and
motivation rather than intellectual ability. These
projects offer the chance of success to young people
who may never have previously excelled at anything.
Such activities offer young people the chance to
challenge stereotypes about themselves,
individually and collectively. Completing a great
solo performance or competing well as a team is
hugely rewarding and motivating. A performance
or win that is high profile and positively embraced
by others can counteract negative self-image and
raise self-esteem. Amir Khan began his boxing at
the Bolton Lads and Girls Club. His emergence as
a national celebrity demonstrates not only the
effect of public recognition on an individual, but
also the knock-on effect for others - in this case
on the enthusiasm for a sport amongst young
people, and Bolton as a whole.

If successful, performing and competing in public
can enhance status, provide an intensity of
experience and a greater sense of possibility, and
help young people to develop a ‘can-do’ attitude.
Family and peers can witness and celebrate a young
person’s achievements, particularly in activities
which involve young people in working together.

The Afrocats are a group of young female
refugees from Rwanda, Burundi, Uganda, Kenya
and Ethiopia and other locally based Caribbean
young women, who formed an African and
Caribbean dance group with support from
Community Arts North-West. The group met at
the Manchester’s Refugee Festival and set up a
small, informal performance group. They have
since also created a new devised theatre piece that
was recently performed at the Greenroom and
Zion arts centre called ‘Where is Home’, about the
fate awaiting many of the young women when
they reach their 18th birthday (deportation).
The positive recognition they receive through their
public performances runs counter to the negative
daily reaction they sometimes receive as refugees.
Audiences at their performances judge them by
the standard of their dancing and performing skills
and not by their socio-political status and through
this activity they can transcend negative
stereotyping. Their work also helps audiences
young and old to understand the human stories
behind their experiences.

Nacro set up a football team consisting of young
people who had been referred to them by

organizations such as the Youth Offending Teams.
The team turned out to be very good, and has
caught the interest of local press, Nicholls College,
Manchester, as well as a coach from Portugal who
is himself an ex-professional player.
In 2005 the team was invited on a youth exchange
to Portugal. The young people played a key role in
raising the £60,000 required for the trip. Public
recognition of their skills and ability has had a huge
impact on the motivation and confidence of the
young people. The team has now been integrated
into Nicholls College, which allows the young
people to mix with students from the college, and
become comfortable within an educational setting.
The team is hoping to become semi-professional in
2006, so training and a place on the team are
taken serious developing skills around working as
a team, and discipline. A number of the young
people originally referred from agencies such as
the YOT’s have also been picked for regional
professional teams.
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Public Recognition
Creative and sports projects are usually public,
involving some degree of performance. Creating a
performance involves deadlines and the catalyst of
public exposure, which in turn generates moments
of ‘creative crisis’. In sports, training to develop
technique, teamwork, tenacity and the
determination to win requires focus. Working
through these periods of intensity, panic and
tension – within a safe and guided environment –
is energising and rewarding, and helps young
people explore and test their limits, and appreciate
the reason behind rules and regulations.

What can young people learn
through sports and creative
activities
In addition to engaging young people, we were
interested in what young people can learn through
sports and creative activities.
‘Learning is a process of active engagement with
experience. It is what people do when they want
to make sense of the world. It may involve an
increase in, or deepening of skills, knowledge,
understanding, values, feelings, attitudes and the
capacity to reflect. Effective learning leads to change,
development and the desire to learn more.’
Some projects, like the Nacro Sports Project and
the Government’s Splash Extra Programme,
began as diversionary projects – activities that
temporarily engage young people to ‘distract’ them
from criminal or otherwise negative behaviour. While
diversionary projects may contribute to the public
good, for example by reducing opportunities for
crime, they provide only a short-term solution. We
are interested in long term, sustainable and deeprooted change that occurs when young people
are engaged and supported in activities that help
them to develop useful and transferable life skills.
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We need to think of learning in much broader
terms if we are to achieve long-term change in
behaviour and attitudes among young people
experiencing entrenched problems like enduring
low self-esteem. The Inquiry believes that sports
and creative activities, when done well, can
transform young people’s attitudes towards
themselves and others and provide learning
opportunities that encompass what are
traditionally seen as both ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ skills.
There are different stages in the progression from
social exclusion to engagement in long-term
education, employment and training. It is
important to draw a distinction between projects
that work explicitly to train young people and
those that work implicitly to teach. Additionally,
some projects work with young people to train
them specifically for jobs in the sports and creative
sectors, while others are aimed at developing
transferable skills.
If the goal is to move young people into further
education, employment and training, we need to
separate the teaching of more formal, concrete
job-related skills from the development of personal
life or generic skills, which help young people to
be ‘job ready’. All the practitioners we interviewed
stressed the importance of building self-esteem
through personal development as a fundamental
first step, before trying to engage young people in
more structured, accredited job-related training. To
understand this stage of engagement, we can
learn from projects that:
• help young people to develop life skills rather
than engaging young people in formal training;
• teach young people as an inherent part of their
process rather than explicit training; and
• work to develop transferable skills rather than
directly train young people for specific jobs.
Commonly, practitioners describe a ‘two-steps
forward, one step back’ process, with young
people dropping in and out, often regressing
before progressing. Before young people are ready
to learn, they need to want to learn. They need to
be motivated, stimulated and self-confident. To
achieve this, effective projects need to find the
right balance between providing an achievable
challenge and pushing young people to excel.
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Adapted 7 level Hierarchy of Needs
diagram based on Maslow's theory

Self-actualisation
personal growth and fulfilment

Aesthetic needs
beauty, balance, form, etc

Cognitive needs
knowledge, meaning, self-awareness

Esteem needs
achievement, status, responsibility, reputation

Belongingness and Love needs
family, affection, relationships, work group, etc

Safety needs
protection, security, order, law, limits, stability, etc

Biological and Physiological needs
basic life needs - air, food, drink, shelter, warmth, sex, sleep, etc.

Challenging yet supported interactions with young
people can help to develop fundamental changes
in attitude and understanding, like ‘identity
building’ and ‘lifelong meaning-making’, often
characterised as ‘soft skills’. In the arts and
creative activities, work centres around exploring
and developing values, building relationships and
understanding the world around you. Young
people can ‘have their say’ in different ways
through different art forms, and through this learn
to pose problems, challenge norms, critique
answers, represent and interpret symbols and learn
different ways of communicating. The
development of language, interpretation and
negotiation is a process of social cognition.

Dance United
Tara Herbert (Artistic director, Dance United) is a
choreographer and facilitator who leads on the
programme that delivers intensive performance
projects and embedded long-term work for young
people in prison.
One of the main things Dance United concentrates
on teaching is how to focus. At the end of the
process the young people are able to perform in
front of a potentially rowdy audience of inmates and
invited guests with poise and concentration without
ever being distracted. This process gives them the

Through the physicality of dance, the demand for
the body to be placed in a certain way and
constant repetition the body learns the physical
pretence of confidence, which, once they inhabit
it, begins to become more real. Dance United sees
a marked difference in the levels of self-esteem
with young people who have learned to walk tall.

There are parallels between sports and creative
activities. It is argued that many life skills and
sports skills are similar, and that the learning that
takes place is intrinsic, as in creative work. Skills
like goal setting, communication, handling success
and failure, developing resilience, benefiting from
feedback and developing trust with adults and
peers are inherent to sports activity, and are
expanded and emphasised through sports projects
specifically designed to develop such skills. The
impact on self-esteem and mood through
developing physical strength and health offer
benefits like developing competence, mastering
techniques and improving socialisation.

Fairbridge is a national organisation that believes
achievement is down to two key things – believing
that you have the ability, and being given the
opportunity to prove it to yourself and others. The
organisation recognises that the motivation,
confidence and skills that can be bought about
through the activities and programmes are what
can change the lives of the young people they
work with. Social development is therefore at the
core of the way in which they work with young
people. After discussions with the young person,
individual Action Plans are draw up which outline
short term and longer term goals around
increasing self confidence and self esteem, or
addressing specific behaviours or issues through
participation in certain activities.
In recognition of the value and importance of
outcomes (as opposed to outputs), Fairbridge
has developed a central evaluation tool called

“Spirit Level”. This tool allows teams to monitor the
softer, qualitative outcomes of the work, such as
how the young person’s feelings about themselves
change during their time with Fairbridge.

There is much more work that can be done to
define and categorise the learning experience that
takes place through these activities. However, the
following list, though not comprehensive,
summarises some of the skills and qualities the
Inquiry believes that sports and creative activities
support young people to develop:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Teamwork;
Trust;
Discipline, persistence and tenacity;
Resilience through trial and error;
Physical health and strength;
Working within a structure;
A sense of purpose and ambition;
Motivation and aspiration;
Shared and personal values;
Understanding difference;
Adaptability and flexibility
A strong sense of identity;
Communication;
Negotiation;
Problem-solving;
Ownership and responsibility;
Respect for self and others;
Leadership.
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sense and the appearance of confidence, which,
even if they don’t feel it inside, makes people react
to them differently. Tara describes the simple process
of teaching young people to walk. One of the very
first exercises they do is to ask participants to walk
in pairs across the dance floor. They find this very
difficult and often giggle with nerves.

The Government’s Youth Matters paper summarises
these skills and qualities as ‘teenagers enjoying
good emotional and physical health’ and this being
‘inseparable from learning and achievement’.
The Inquiry believes that sports and creative
activities can steer young people towards the
emotional and physical health they need in order
to embrace the opportunities that are available to
them. As we explored earlier, the workplace is
changing. Our modern, technology enhanced
knowledge economy requires new skills, such as
flexibility, adaptability and problem solving. One of
the most serious single skills issues that Greater
Manchester has identified is the lack of generic and
basic skills among young people. This means skills
like teamwork, communications, problem solving
and customer handling, exactly the skills that we
believe sports and creative activities are particularly
effective at helping young people to develop.
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Progression
We have seen how successful projects can engage
young people, and help develop ‘soft skills’. But the
key to sustainable change must lie in the progression
of young people from these exciting, relatively
unstructured activities to more formalised learning
that prepares them for the workplace. So how do
successful projects move further and help young
people to embrace longer-term opportunities?
Projects that are good at engaging young people
through sports and creative activities are not
necessarily oriented to provide formal training.
Those who are passionate about engaging with
young people may not be the best people to
provide organised learning. Linking projects to
specialist training organisations is often a better
option. Good local networks with other providers
are critical for this.
Our research revealed a number of important
factors in affecting the successful engagement of
young people in longer-term accredited or job
related-training.
Formal training needs to be introduced at the right
time, but cannot be forced. It is important to give
young people space to make their own decisions:
they will engage much better in formal training
opportunities when they are motivated by the
opportunities they present and they are ready to
commit themselves to seizing.

Many of the young people Nacro works with have
had a negative experience of education and
schooling. In order to encourage some of the
young people back in to education and training,
and also in recognition of their interest and
passion in sport, the project has developed a
relationship with Nicholls College in Manchester.
Young people who are referred to the college by
Nacro are supported in preparing for the entry
exam for the NVQ in Sport and Leisure. This
relationship is now in its 3rd year, with 10 young
people having successfully enrolled and attending
the course from the first two years.
Over the years the Bolton Lads and Girls Club has
run a number of work related
training programmes. These opportunities have
been developed in response to requests from
individual young people, and also the Managers
recognition that young people are engaged with
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the project and
therefore open to
trying opportunities
they might not
otherwise be
willing to do.
“Chefs’ Challenge”
invites applications
from either school
leavers or the
young unemployed.
The applicants are
from a broad
spectrum including
some who are
Credit: Bolton Lads and Girls Club
excluded, or on the
verge of exclusion, from mainstream educational,
social and employment opportunities, some who
are expected to be low academic achievers and
others who simply have a burning desire to pursue
a career in catering. ‘Finalists’ are chosen, following
a rigorous interview and selection process and the
participants spend about ten weeks working
through an intensive training course with local
celebrity chefs. The course includes practical and
theoretical training, as well as opportunities to
experience catering in first-class hotels and
restaurants. Full-time training contracts have been
given to several previous participants.
The majority of young people who have taken part
would never have had comparable opportunities.
The Club finds that the participants travel huge
distances, in terms of personal development, in a
very short time. Even those who decide that a
career in catering is not for them, develop
remarkable individual and team skills and display
levels of commitment and enthusiasm that are
unparalleled in their lives.

Young people often follow an inconsistent path,
and projects must be flexible enough to allow for
young people to drop in and out. This needs to be
balanced with clarity about the commitment
required from young people entering into longerterm training. Rules of engagement should be laid
out at the beginning, with clear consequences of
not complying with the rules. Incentives can help to
encourage attendance, commitment and progress,
but they need to be regular, proportionate and fair.

Formal training should be provided alongside
continued personal development support. This is a
challenge in managing the transition between these
phases. Young people can find it difficult when they
are forced to fit in with external structures that are
not responsive to their needs. Off-the-shelf
accredited courses often speak more to the needs
of the provider rather than to the needs of young
people. Bespoke training courses developed by
client facing organisations and modelled around
the needs of young people often work better.
Where there are opportunities for job specific
training and mentoring, for example within larger
sports and creative organisations, shadowing and
work placements with behind-the-scenes or
management jobs offer young people a more
rounded picture of employment.

City in the Community develops and manages
its work under five key themes. One the groups
key themes – “Life Skills and Learning” – has been
developed in recognition of the importance of
providing young people with the opportunities
to develop new skills in vocational development.
It also recognises the range of initiatives and
developments across Manchester and Tameside that
identify the need for local skills, trades, experience
and the ability to meet business and industry needs.

CITC has developed a range of programmes which
include working with schools to develop their
business enterprise curricula, a high flyer work
experience programme, and a range of work
schemes. The high-flyer programme as engaged
with key employers in Manchester, and its success
it 2004 led to further development of the project.
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Kickstart runs 12 week training courses which act
as an introduction to Entry to Employment
qualifications and units that count towards NVQs
and VRQs (vocationally-related qualifications). The
project achieves a 70% success rate. The incentive
they offer is a Friday “day of fun” for those who
have attended the rest of the week, which
includes activities like car racing and scrambling.
On 2004/5 accredited courses, 87% of learners
have made positive progressions.

Through this theme CITC works with industry,
education and the community to bring together
the needs and aspirations of people for
self-development, with the needs of existing and
emerging business.

Credit: City in the Community

Kickstart is a charity set up in response to motor
crime in Oldham. Working with the police, the
prison service and referral agencies like
Connexions, the project teaches courses on car
maintenance and road safety, plus providing
opportunities for safe driving tuition. The project
has links with sculptors through Oldham Gallery
and uses creative metalwork sculpting to combine
with teaching welding skills.

Summary
Our chosen case studies are very different both in
focus and structure, but the similarities they share
reveal much about what works in engaging young
people. All the activities run by the case study
projects are enjoyed by young people, as proven by
the numbers of young people participating. All the
projects use these activities to help young people
to develop a more positive outlook, confidence,
trust, motivation and self-esteem. They all respond
to identified needs within their communities and
are concerned with how young people progress
from engaging with their activities to longer-term
education, employment and training opportunities.
We suggest that the principles expressed through
these similarities characterise best practice in
working with disadvantaged young people
through sports and creative activities. These
principles enable projects to engage young people,
build essential personal skills, and support
participants’ progression towards more sustained,
formalised training and employment.
In particular, the Inquiry believes that the skills
transferred through these projects mirror the skills
that employers say they need to meet the
challenges of the future.
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11 Challenges for sports and
arts organisations
The Inquiry’s main aim was to
suggest ways of maximising
the contribution of sports and
creative activities in engaging
young people in education,
training and employment.

Effectiveness
(content/resources)

Doing the
right thing

So far, we have explored what works in engaging
and training young people. The next step of
our research was to ask our case study
organisations what they perceived to be the
challenges in continuing, developing and
expanding effective practice.
We asked organisations to consider two sets of
organisational issues:
• Internal – management, staff, volunteers,
trustees, training and development, strategy,
structures and systems and internal policy
and
• External - funding, advocacy, support networks
and facilities, partnership opportunities, client
needs and expectations, government policy and
regulation and social trends.
All voluntary organisations face pressures, including
the most common and obvious competition for
funding. The purpose of our questioning was not
to ask how can these pressures be removed, but,
within realistic boundaries, what can be done by
policy makers to improve the external environment
in which these organisations operate. Alongside
this, we asked what do organisations need to do
themselves to improve their own effectiveness, and
what would help them to achieve this. While not
perfect, all our case study organisations displayed
high levels of management, responsibility and
accountability, and coherence about the challenges.
The challenges identified and the solutions
suggested by them are tempered with a
recognition that challenges that will always exist
when resources are limited. We are not calling for
hand-outs or unrealistic requests for substantial new
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Effectiveness versus Efficiency

Surviving

Thriving

Speedy death

Die slowly

Doing things right

Efficiency
(process)

funding, nor are we calling for the irresponsible
loosening of measures that ensure organisations
remain accountable to their funders and the public.
What the Inquiry has sought to identify, however,
are the real challenges that hamper organisations
from being effective and prevent the development
and expansion of work that is changing the lives
of young people and making a major contribution
to the economic and social development goals of
the region.
The Inquiry identified five main areas in which
significant improvements could be made:
• Funding
• Partnerships
• Monitoring and Evaluation
• Information and decision-making networks
• Expertise, professional recognition and skills

Funding
Some shared and common problems about
funding were articulated by our case study
organisations. Resources are scarce, and while
more resources would make a significant impact
on the sector, there are ways in which existing
funding could be more efficiently deployed.

In addition, many funders appear tempted to fund
new initiatives before continuing funding for
existing work. Many existing projects want to
develop new initiatives, but these must be based on
consistent core services. These core services include
providing sustainable, stable support for young
people, and funding should reflect the longevity of
this work. If these organisations are to develop a
meaningful presence in their communities, they
need time to build trust with individuals, families,
institutions and community groups.

At its outset, MYVP were in the sought after
position of being able to secure funding for the
initial 3 years of the project. This enabled the
project to develop its practice, focus time on
reaching young people who normally wouldn’t get
involved and take part in citywide strategic work.
MYVP was able to deliver a comprehensive project
for each funder which was not only good quality
but good value for money.
Since that time, much of the Project Manager’s
time has been spent fundraising and filling in
reports for funders, which has had an impact on
the project’s ability to get involved strategically.
MYVP have had 12 different funders in 2005, for
a project team of 2 full time Outreach Workers, 2
volunteer support workers, a Project Manager and
an Administrator. This large number of funders has
had an impact not only on the Project Manager’s
time and ability to contribute to wider work but on
the staff who have been overstretched. MYVP still
aims to provide a quality service but its ability to
spend the level of time needed with young people
who need greater support is being affected.

Credit: MYVP

If funders were to invest both in the core stability
of organisations, and provide project funding for at
least three years as a minimum, good organisations
would be freed up to be more strategic and the
costs of finding funding could be reduced. Funders
could put in checks and balances to mitigate the
risk of funding failing projects. They could also
develop earned autonomy relationships with
organisations that have proved themselves to be
effective, well managed and accountable, whereby
proven responsibility leads to a more trusted and
flexible relationship between funder and recipient.

Both Community Arts North West and LIME have
recently appointed a Director of Operations, a post
which Radio Regen has also identified a need for
and is working towards. The ability to separate the
day-to-day operations role from the external facing,
leadership and entrepreneurial role is enabling these
organisations to grow and develop while also
consolidating their practice and ensuring consistency.
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Organisations are not being funded
to be strategic
The short-term and project based nature of funding
is a major barrier to the ability to plan and deliver
consistent services. Organisations need more core
funding to support their infrastructure, management
and core services. Project funding without core
investment erodes the ability of organisations to
manage effectively and plan strategically.

Core funding investment has been instrumental
in allowing these organisations to secure these
posts. CAN recently received an uplift in funding
from the Arts Council after an organisation and
development review and for the first time in its
27 year history is beginning to build its financial
strength by developing some reserves.
While these are welcome developments, there is
still a gap between core costs and core income that
is funded via project costs, and this funding is still
short-term. This means that many organisations
can only offer employment on fixed term contracts
and are limited in providing pensions, training and
other employment incentives. Other organisations
we spoke to, including the Sports Action Zone,
spoke of this being a major barrier to recruiting
and retaining good staff.

A good example of this kind of relationship is the
funding Dance United has to date received for the
development of their action research initiative, The
Academy. The Academy is a high risk, ambitious,
developmental programme, designed as a
solution to many of the challenges that prevent
the company from providing the long-term,
sustained training and support required by young
people to make permanent changes in their lives.
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Dance United receives much of its criminal justice
funding from the Arts Council and the delivery of
The Academy project is funded initially by NESTA.
This funding programme is provided with flexibility
and discretion within a framework. The funding
requires clear milestones and budgetary planning,
but the attitude of risk and experimentation has
been shared, with flexibility within the framework
allowing for the work to develop in response to
the needs of young people and partners.

Organisations need a more open dialogue to
prevent ‘bending’
The relationship between funder and recipient can
be an inaccessible one, where organisations are
encouraged to ‘bend’ their work to fit funding
criteria. Our case studies called for a more equal
partnership with their funders, based on open
dialogue and focused on developing practices and
overcoming problems. Funders have more to offer
than money - they have a great deal of expertise
which they could share with organisations to
facilitate learning.

The Water Adventure Centre began 28 years
ago with the mission of encouraging social
development through canoeing. Over the years, as
the nature of funding and the Government agenda
has changed, the Centre was put under increasing
pressure to deliver accredited programmes rather
than concentrate on their core service – personal
development. In 2004 at a team away day, it
became apparent that staff felt that the nature of
funding opportunities and the focus on accreditation
that went with them had meant the team were
drifting away from their core mission. This discussion
led to an affirmation and revitalisation of the WAC’s
34
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The Academy will offer intensive dance training to
young people on community orders or coming out
of prison. Developed in partnership with Bradford
Youth Offending Team, The Academy is a threeyear experiment, supported by a longitudinal study
measuring the impact of the work on young people
and their families. Students at The Academy will
be offered contemporary dance training and
performance experience across a bespoke,
embedded curriculum for which the company is
currently securing accreditation. A programme of
pastoral care will run alongside the training.

commitment to social development. The decision
was taken to turn down any funding that came with
specific criteria to deliver accredited programmes.
This decision has allowed the project to focus on
their original goal whilst working in partnership
with other organisation to ensure an accredited
programme is still available.

Where this enabling and joint learning relationship
exists, projects are funded to do what they do
best. There should be more willingness by funders
to build their understanding of the work, based on
the experience and track record of effective and
trusted organisations.

Fairbridge has found that managing funders’
expectations of what the organisation does and
getting them to understand the real value of their
work can be challenging at times. As a result they
now ensure that funders know what they are
about, are inputting because they want to, and
want to be involved. This has been a particular
challenge in some of their partnerships with the
business sector, and the organisation has had to
manage expectations around branding, employee
involvement opportunities and access to the young
people involved with the project.
Fairbridge has also had to develop ways of
balancing requirements and expectations around
outputs. Fairbridge recognises the need to monitor
and evaluate – for itself and for the funder, but
due to its aims and objectives is more focused on
‘outcomes’ rather than the ‘outputs’. It is
important to the organisation that as well as
providing hard data on numbers of young people
etc that funders also begin to recognised the
importance of soft outcomes.
A partnership that Fairbridge has found works
particularly well has been with Accenture. Fairbridge
originally applied to Accenture for funding as the
criteria of organisations they wished to fund to
support matched the work of Fairbridge. Therefore
Accenture were already in some sense aware of
what to expect in terms of outputs from the client

produced their own cd with a song they wrote
and other world music. The day was a great success
with the mayor attending and the young people
going away with a real sense of achievement. Some
of the young people were leaving school with no
certificate other than the one they got for the
project, making it even more poignant for them.

Projects are not fully recognised for the range
of public goods they provide
Work that helps to transform the lives of socially
excluded young people brings many social benefits
and cuts across a range of public policy objectives.
Sports and creative activities for young people
could be integrated much more into mainstream
public services, and organisations funded for their
work this way. There should be an extended
version of referrals to effective projects from
agencies like Pupil Referral Units and the Police,
with money following the individual.

LIME receive the majority of their core funding
from the Charitable Funds of 5 hospital NHS Trusts
and are an Arts Council regularly funded
organisation. Lime has formed sustainable
relationships across health, education and cultural
industries in Greater Manchester and has been
effective in helping artists and health practitioners
to understand and appreciate each other’s work,
crossing the cultural divide by mentoring and
shadowing exchanges between professionals. This
work has become increasingly integrated through
joint funding initiatives, for example, between the
city’s cultural strategy and joint health units.

This is already happening. For example, Radio
Regen has already run temporary stations in
schools and sees a future where community radio
becomes a public service, a social facility funded
through taxation and used to deliver a range of
social impacts, commissioned by different parts of
the public sector. Where this is happening,
voluntary organisations should continue to push
for full cost recovery and become smarter at how
their costs are presented, alongside systems of
commissioning that take into account the real costs
of delivering high quality and effective services.

Multiple funding streams
More coherence across statutory funding for work
with young people is needed, with better linking
between funders’ objectives. Matched funding
requirements can be very useful in brokering
partnership working, but can lead to
fragmentation where criteria conflict, despite
funders seeking the same overarching objectives.

The Bolton Lads and Girls Club currently needs
to raise £1.57 million a year. This figure is made
up of Members Subscriptions & Activities (18%);
Patrons & Fundraising Events (25%); investments
& other income (5%). The remainder, some
£821,000 is raised from statutory bodies,
charitable trusts and national companies.
Currently the Club receives funding from over 100
statutory organisations, charitable trusts and the

Credit: Bolton Lads and Girls Club

MYVP recently worked with St. Peter’s RC
Secondary School on developing and delivering a
youth led community project in East Manchester.
St. Peter’s wanted to deliver the Changemakers
programme (community and enterprise focused)
within the school and asked MYVP to get involved.
MYVP had delivered workshops within the school
and had worked with some of the young people
around volunteering previously. The group decided
to organise a football tournament for the school
and local youth projects which would be based
upon the theme of ‘kicking racism out of sport’.
Manchester City football team supported the
event by allowing it to take place at their stadium
and providing international foods which the young
people wanted to serve on the day. The group also
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group that Fairbridge works with. Gradually the
relationship between both organisations has
grown with Accenture becoming more involved
and realistic expectations of outcomes easier to
realise. The partnership is considered to be long
term and this allows for realistic future planning.
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lottery all of which have different monitoring and
reporting requirements. In order to ensure that
they are able to complete and submit all reports
(including financial) the Club has had to employ a
full-time Fundraising Administrator.
A few of the Club’s funding streams are for up to 3
years, however, the majority are for one year only.
The Club has found that the difficulty with this is
that two of its senior staff team spend the majority
of their time writing bids. In addition most new
funding streams have short deadlines in which to
submit bids. The overall effect of which is that
there is little opportunity to work strategically and
the Club is continually “chasing” the small pots of
money which are available for short term funding.

Partnerships
Underdeveloped links with referral agencies
Links with referral agencies are underdeveloped on
the input side, for example, places where young
people are referred from. Participating in sports
and creative activities could be part of parole
conditions or community sentences. Organisations
that show themselves to be effective over time at
achieving outcomes like reducing criminal
behaviour, improving health or getting young
people into long-term training or jobs, could
become ‘approved referral projects’ and used by a
much wider spread of public agencies, from PCTs
to PRUs and parts of the criminal justice system.
On the output side, organisations need to develop
better links to pastoral care agencies like those
providing mental health or drug treatment
services, to refer young people to specialist
services and focus on their core delivery. This is
especially true of links between projects and
training and education suppliers, and local
employers able to provide mentoring, work
placements and apprenticeships.

The Water Adventure Centre is a Canoeing
Youth Club, which as well as running various
canoeing programmes, also runs a drop in Centre.
The staff members recognised that as a small team
they could not, and should not, try to be everything
to everyone. However they also realised that the
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Club provides a familiar and trusted environment,
within which the young people are more willing to
engage with support in order to address wider issues
such as sexual health, mental health and drugs.
One of the services that the Centre runs is a
weekly drop in session. This is run by one member
of the WAC staff and member of Connexions staff.
Connexions recognise that young people are far
more likely to engage with them in a setting and
amongst people they trust, and this arrangement
enable them to access hard to reach young people.
WAC also uses its partnerships with other
organisations to provide services to address other
issues. This service may be requested by a young
person, or may come to the attention of the staff.
In other cases the Centre has utilised opportunities
that it has become aware of through its networks.
By using their networks and contacts WAC can
provide a far more holistic and flexible service in
an environment which they know effectively
engages young people.

Partnerships are potentially costly but
extremely valuable
Organisations want to be more integrated into
partnerships with mainstream public services and
the corporate sector. Where this has worked,
valuable results have been achieved, such as the
partnership between Lime and Health Trusts, or
CITC and the corporate sector. Our case studies
cited many instances of bad partnerships,
however, which attract significant opportunity
costs. Partnerships need transparency to thrive,
not hidden agendas. Policy makers and service
deliverers with responsibility for young people
should involve sports and creative organisations
much more at the point of planning as well as
delivery, and incentives (funding, people,
resources) need to be found to promote true
cross-sector working. All partners need to invest
more in relationship building where cultures differ,
for example, through mentoring and shadowing
schemes like the ones used by Lime and the
Water Adventure Centre.
More effective partnerships between the sports
and creative organisations and the corporate
sector are needed to improve the transition from
re-engagement to employment for socially

Good organisations are learning organisations, and
our case studies recognise the value of effective
evaluation and monitoring. In fact, many projects
have instigated their own, detailed research
initiatives with academic research partners.
However, the usefulness of some of the monitoring
required by funders is questionable, and the
demands from funders can be over-bureaucratic.
The costs of evaluation
Fulfilling the monitoring and evaluation
requirements of multiple funders is extremely time
consuming. Funders need to consider the impact
of this on organisations with limited core staff,
when they design their feedback systems. After
all, any time that goes to service monitoring and
evaluation is taking away time that could be spent
delivering services to young people. More
consideration also needs to be given to the impact
of monitoring on a project’s relationship with
young people. Filling in multiple data collection
forms can be extremely off-putting to young
people and can detract from the work projects do
to make themselves attractive.
Reporting could be made more coherent, for
example by funders using the same framework for
objective setting and reporting. This should be
particularly possible across statutory funding and
even more so across Lottery funds. This would
mean an organisation would need to evaluate
their work once, according to agreed and shared
objectives, and use this to feed back to all their
funders, reducing the time and costs spent. At the
moment, for example, different statutory funders
use different racial groupings. This requires
organisations to ask young people their ethnic
category a number of different times. This could
and should be standardised.

Radio Regen estimates that between 10-20% of
project managers’ time plus the majority of one
full time core member of staff is taken up by
monitoring and evaluation, when the processes
required to collect the data are taken into account.
The estimated cost of this is somewhere in the
region of 20% of their turnover. The organisation
is not averse to evaluating the impact of its work,
but currently do not use the information collected
for funders as part of their management review as
they find the information they require to manage
and develop their services is different.
Radio Regen has invested significant time creating
data collection systems for feedback to funders.
There are complications in doing this, such as the
different definitions on race background used by
different funders, requiring young people to define
their background more than once, filling in more
than one form. The charity set up detailed systems
to collect data for one three-year funding stream,
only for the criteria to be changed half way
through the project, requiring a whole set of
different information which they could only then
provide retrospectively.
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Monitoring and Evaluation

Credit: Radio Regen

excluded young people, and a great deal more
value needs to be placed on the knowledge and
experience these organisations have in working
with young people. There are many gains for
companies in understanding what engages young
people better, particularly those which experience
problems recruiting and retaining young people.
This is explored in more detail in the next section.

Lack of shared learning with Funders
Evaluation is currently very one directional.
Organisations collect and provide lots of
information about the impact of their work to
funders, but this is rarely amalgamated, analysed
or published by funders. More use should be
made of this knowledge. Currently, there is
suspicion that evaluation is used primarily to check
up on organisations rather than for reviewing the
impact of funding streams or contributing to the
development of the sector as a whole. We need to
improve opportunities for dialogue between
funders, practitioners and policy makers about
what has been learnt through evaluation, through
open systems feeding into policy reviews. Involving
practitioners in these feedback loops is vital if
policy is to be better informed by practice and if
practitioner skills in evaluating and measuring the
impact of their work is to be developed.
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The criteria used to evaluate work should also be
more linked to management review information.
Currently, organisations find the majority of data
they are asked to collect different from the data
and feedback which they use to review and
redesign their own services.

MYVP became citywide in 2002 with a grant from
the Community Fund. There was quite a lot of
work to do to get the project known across the city
and therefore, the project deliberately got involved
in citywide strategic processes. The main way they
were able to do this was by taking a lead on the
Volunteering Community Network (VCN) which
was a themed network set up as part of the Local
Strategic Partnership (LSP) process. MYVP became
the ‘voice for volunteering’ in the city, and with
being a youth based project as well, were able to
address issues with ‘two hats’. This proved valuable
not only to the project but to policy makers who
wanted to hear from voluntary sector representatives
who were doing ‘on the ground’ work.

Information and DecisionMaking Networks
Policy and decision-makers are remote
Organisations consider policy and decision-makers
to be remote from them. Where the sector is
engaged it is not as equal partners. There is often
a language and culture gap between arts and
sports practitioners and the policy world.

The project’s manager also got involved in the
development of the Compact for Manchester - a
key development between statutory and
voluntary/community sectors, and from this was
then invited to take part in the Community
Engagement Strategy Working Group. This group
has councillors and representatives from all the
thematic partners in the LSP as well as 3 voluntary
sector reps and has a mission to improve the
participation of the community in policy making.

Kickstart has two bases - Oldham and Tameside,
with a third in Rochdale happening soon .
Kickstart is keen to develop partnerships with the
agencies that have the potential to refer young
people to them, and those which offer training
and employment once they have been through the
Kickstart programme. The organisation identifies
two major problems in the policy feedback loop.
Firstly, central Government policy making is remote
and Kickstart does not have the management time
to devote to the ‘bigger policy picture’. It instead
relies on sector bodies like NCVO, ACEVO and
GMCVO, but believes that the sector needs to be
much better at working together on the impact of
Government policy locally.

These local relationships have enabled MYVP to
have the confidence to contribute to policy making
nationally, particularly the Russell Commission
consultation on youth volunteering. MYVP have
also recently presented at a Sport England/Russell
Commission conference as an
example of good practice of
involving ‘hard to reach’ young
people in sports volunteering,
and are contributed to the
Olympic volunteering strategy.

Secondly, its experience of representation locally,
for example through Local Strategic Partnerships,
has been patchy. When it works, real partnerships
can be formed; for example useful local
discussions have been had about forming of
Children’s Trusts. However, the opposite
experience is also true, where despite having a
nominal seat around the table, the real decisions
are being made outside, so representation does
not seem real or worthwhile. The project feels
there needs to be a more powerful lobby from
voluntary sector organisations, plus working to
the Government’s Compact agreement.

Sports and creative organisations need to be
much more involved in decision-making at the
point of planning, not only seen as delivery
agents. Their knowledge needs to be drawn on.
The strength of partnerships between sports and
creative organisations and the public sector is
critical if such services are to be expanded and
Credit: Kickstart
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More open networks for information exchange are
needed. This should, as we have said above,
include opportunities for organisations to feed into
policy development.

Credit: MYVP

Expertise, Professional
Recognition and Skills
Undervaluing of the young-people
centred approach
Not enough value is being made of the skills and
experience that exist within effective sports and
arts organisations. Delivering services around the
needs of young people has much to teach others
(public sector agencies, policy makers, companies)
about delivering services that are young people
orientated and able to operate according to their
needs (not the needs of the providers) while
enforcing discipline and boundaries. There is great
experience within sports and creative organisations,
which is not being recognised or tapped into, for
example by companies who could use it to inform
their Human Resources staff about how to attract
and train young people. These practitioners are
skilled providers of alternative learning which could
be seen as complementary to other parts of the
established education system and valued as much.
More advocacy is needed within the youth and
social inclusion sector, but practitioners resources to
do this are limited. Steps need to be taken to raise
the status of the ‘social inclusion’ or ‘community’
sectors by, for example, raising the professional
status of practitioners. Funders have a part to play
in helping to ensure posts are full time, secure
over more than one year and properly funded.
Skills shortages and professional
development in the sector
There is a shortage of sports and creative
professionals who understand, are committed to
and skilled in delivering social inclusion work.
Effective professionals combine a passion for the
work with additional pastoral skills – teaching,
social work, mentoring, therapeutic skills - and act
as important role models for young people. This
needs to be taken on by the relevant sector bodies
to raise standards, improve training and raise the
status of social inclusion work in the sports and
creative sectors.

organisations and a skills exchange in terms of
people and training could be highly beneficial. For
example, many projects identified difficulties in
finding good project/operations managers. This
could be that these skills are not as valued within
the sector and therefore not prioritised, or that the
voluntary ethic tends to attract enthusiasts,
idealists and social entrepreneurs who start
initiatives and innovate but are traditionally less
skilled at managing and consolidating. These skills
are inherent in business and are areas where the
corporate sector could offer much by providing
training and/or secondments.

The Water Adventure Centre is a small
organisation with limited budget for staff training.
A number of years ago the Centre Manager
recognised a need for management training and
after a chance conversation, decided to take an
innovative approach to training needs. A member
of a Housing Association agreed to mentor the
Centre Manager, providing examples from their
own organisation, models and theoretical
approaches to management issues. This
relationship has now been running for 6 yrs
on an intermittent ‘as needed’ basis.
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their impact mainstreamed. In particular, Local
Strategic Partnerships need to operate as real
decision-making bodies with voluntary organisations
represented and treated as equal partners.

This relationship has had mutual benefit. The WAC
Centre Manager has been involved with workshops
that the Housing Association has run on housing
and young people. The Housing Association has also
brought the young people from their social housing
to the Centre to access the canoeing facilities.
Another example of this approach to training
involved a member of the Local Warden Service
who came to the Centre to train the
administration worker on how to transfer
database information onto spreadsheets.
The Centre sees these opportunities as the direct
result of the time investing in establishing
networks and partnerships. It is the good
relationships that have been created from this
investment that build opportunities – whether an
ad hoc half hour of training, or a sustained 6 year
relationship. What began by chance has now
become a conscious and strategic part of the
Centres approach to meeting the training needs
and development of its staff.

Conversely, there are many areas where
companies have much to teach sports and creative
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12 Recommendations
The work of this Inquiry has enabled us to explore
how creative and sports activities successfully
engage young people, and the positive impacts of
this on the development of skills and positive
attitudes. The learnings of the Inquiry should have
resonance with all sectors and we set out our
recommendations for them below.

Credit: Water Adventure Centre

Recommendation one:
Mainstreaming the Contribution
of Sports and Creative Activities
We recommend that greater value should be placed
on sports and creative activities as vital contributors
to important positive social and economic
outcomes across a range of public policy areas –
neighbourhood renewal, health, crime and
community safety, social inclusion, skills &
employment. Reflecting this, sports and creative
activities should be given a greater role in delivering
public policy objectives, through including these
activities more fully into mainstream services.
To achieve this, local authorities should be
required to:

...sports and
creative activities
should be given a
greater role in
delivering public
policy objectives...
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➜ Ensure the provision of a reasonable level and
quality of sports and creative activities and
facilities (e.g. leisure and sports centres, playing
fields, parks, cultural venues, studio spaces,
theatres, community centres), irrespective of
who is delivering services. An important
element of this is ensuring that maximum use is
made of public facilities, for example, school
sports facilities should be open to the public
after school hours.
➜ Encourage mainstream service deliverers to
commission sports and creative organisations to
provide activities where they can contribute to
the meeting of performance targets in relation
to skills & employment, education, health, crime
reduction and social inclusion. For example,
Local Learning and Skills Councils should include
sporting and creative activities commissioned
from local voluntary organisations as part of the
emerging 14-19 prospectuses to fulfil the
individualised/personalised requirements of the
curriculum. Local authorities should press for
this as part of their responsibilities above, either
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➜ Co-ordinate a comprehensive, user-friendly,
commonly branded information service about
the range of sports and creative services available
to young people, without distinguishing between
public, private and voluntary sector providers.

Credit: Kickstart

directly or through Children’s Trusts, as partners
in developing the prospectus with the LSC. This
prospectus should be designed to help address
the skills issues identified by local employers.

➜ Explore demand-led mechanisms, for example
Opportunity Cards, which reallocate public
funding by giving young people the power to
‘purchase’ the services that they most favour.
We recommend that these mechanisms should
only be employed after the previous
recommendations have been met and there is
an adequate level of supply and choice for user
demand to have an impact. Local authorities
piloting Opportunity Cards should have an
explicit requirement to consider the demand
and supply conditions that need to be in place
for such a mechanism to work.

➜ Public Service Agreement targets that relate to
young people should be reviewed and amended
to deliver against the five strategic objectives
for young people set out in Youth Matters.
➜ Central Government initiatives or funding streams
targeting the same groups of young people (for
example, Positive Action for Young People and
Positive Futures), should be co-ordinated at a
national and / or regional government level
before being devolved to local agencies, to
avoid duplication, confusion and bureaucracy.

Recommendation three: UserFriendly Reporting Frameworks

➜ Strategies, policies and targets for delivering
the above should be included in key planning
frameworks such as Local Area Agreements
and Children and Young Peoples Plans.

We recommend that there should be much more
clarity from funding bodies on the purpose and use
of their monitoring and evaluation requirements
and that these requirements should be streamlined.
In particular we recommend the following;

Recommendation two: Greater
Government Co-ordination
We recommend that the Government should
provide clearer lines of accountability and
responsibility to address the current fragmentation
of policies, strategies, services, initiatives and
targets relating to young people. To achieve this
we recommend the following;

➜ That all funding bodies should review their
monitoring and evaluation requirements to test
how useful and appropriate they are, and retain
only those which contribute to accounting for
spending, performance review enhancing the
knowledge and development of the sector.

➜ That a single, clear ministerial voice to articulate
the interests of young people at Cabinet Level
should be established.

➜ Funding bodies should commit to sharing the
information that they gather through donor
feedback to support the development of
the sector.
We recommend that the Arts Council and Sport
England, as champions of their sectors, should
provide more leadership on measuring impact,
as distinct from monitoring information. This
should include;

Credit: Lime

➜ Continued support for organisations on how to
assess the impact of their own work against
their own objectives;
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of objectives and reporting requirements across
Lottery funding. This should be followed by the
adoption of the framework across all related
statutory funds, and then by engaging independent
trusts and foundations. The Charity Commission
should be used to add weight to the initiative.

➜ Undertaking more research on behalf of the
sports and creative sectors which draws on
the collective experience of smaller delivery
organisations, but does not burden them with
undertaking isolated and low-level evaluations
which they are under-resourced and unqualified
to do.

Recommendation four: Earned
Autonomy Relationship

Credit: Bolton Lads and Girls Club
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➜ Developing better methodologies for
determining the contribution that creative and
sports activities make to delivering public value,
such as improving the quality of life for
disadvantaged young people.

We recommend that a common Objectives and
Impact Framework be developed to co-ordinate
the activity and funding of creative and sports
organisations working with young people.
This would provide greater coherence across funding
bodies (statutory and non-statutory) to reduce the
monitoring and reporting burdens on voluntary (and
other) organisations. Once developed, voluntary
organisations would use this as the method for
producing all the evidence they need to feed back
to all their funders. Business in the Community’s
Business Impact Framework provides a useful
starting model for developing such a framework.
Recognising the many previous attempts to
develop such a framework that have faltered, we
recommend that Central Government, led by the
Treasury, should be responsible for co-ordinating
this development. Voluntary and community sector
bodies should be intimately involved in the process
from the outset to ensure the framework and
indicators are the appropriate ones. This process
has more chance of succeeding if it adopts a
phased approach, beginning with the co-ordination
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We recommend that funders adopt a more flexible
relationship with the recipients of their funding,
on the basis of ‘earned autonomy’ (much like the
Government’s local government and NHS earned
autonomy schemes) whereby more flexibility on
the use of funds is given to organisations who
have proven their effectiveness. This greater level
autonomy should include a lighter touch
monitoring regime, more flexibility on how
funding can be used and more security over longterm funding if outcomes are achieved. Outcomes
could be linked to wider strategic objectives but
without being over-prescriptive. Organisations
could be asked how their practice has helped in
delivering against the 5 outcomes included in
Every Child Matters. This would allow
organisations to be increasingly self-regulating
where they can show high performance in both
management and delivery, including flexibility in
setting goals and targets agreed in consultation
with funders, rather than responding to pre-defined
objectives into which they ‘bend’ their work.
To encourage sports and creative organisations to
engage in the earned autonomy qualifying process,
appropriate financial and operational incentives and
rewards would need to be made available and any
benefits would need to be available for a minimum
of three years, alongside longer term funding.
On the part of sports and creative organisations
in receipt of funding, for more flexible ‘earned
autonomy’ relationships to develop, we
recommend that;
➜ Sports and creative organisations develop
robust reporting mechanisms to demonstrate
their quality, value and effectiveness in meeting
service objectives and standards, particularly
where they relate to areas of commissioning into
mainstream services. The Best Value regime in
local government provides a useful framework
for devising such a demonstration process.

Recommendation five: Enhanced
status for social inclusion
professionals within the sports
and creative activity sectors

product development) as well as their wider
stakeholder responsibilities.
Organisations that work with young people have
important insights and experience of how to
engage this social group that businesses should be
drawing on to inform their marketing, recruitment
and training strategies, particularly those that either
employ young people or target them as customers.

We recommend that the Arts Council, Sport
England and Arts & Business, with Government
backing, should undertake a high profile public
campaign to raise the status of social inclusion
professionals within their respective sectors and in
society at large.

➜ Businesses should support Voluntary
organisations to develop their organisational
practices (e.g. project management,
communications and marketing, ICT systems,
HR, customer service, etc.) which utilise the
skills and resources (financial, staff, and in-kind)
within the business;

Achieving this will require:

➜ Businesses should, where appropriate, make
available work place opportunities, mentoring,
and apprenticeships.

➜ Better evidence, in terms of impact and value,
of the particular contribution they make both
to the social inclusion agenda and the sport
and creative activities agendas.
➜ Developing relationships with key stakeholders
to broaden their understanding of the role
these professionals play in addressing a wide
range of public policy and skills related issues;
➜ Increasing development of professional
standards and competencies for a profession
that combines sports or creative skills with
youth work, therapeutic, teaching and personal
development skills, underpinned by training
and career development progression routes
and opportunities;
➜ Leadership development programmes with a
particular focus on sports and creative activities
within the social inclusion sector, supported by
the Foundations and Trusts, that identify and
support existing and potential community
leaders to develop their skills and aptitudes;
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➜ Sports and creative organisations should also
consider their contribution to the Annual
Performance Appraisal and Joint Area
Review processes.

➜ Businesses looking to support voluntary
organisations that work with socially excluded
young people should adopt the principles
outlined in the report as criteria for determining
the priorities for their community investment
and employee volunteering programmes
➜ Voluntary organisations should promote social
issues and needs as opportunities for businesses
to develop ideas, serve new markets, solve
long-standing business problems and make the
business more community oriented. This means
making partnerships robust, having a mutually
agreed agenda, investment and risks borne by
all parties, and a long-term commitment to
sustain and replicate solutions.
Credit: Dance United. Choreography Tara-Jane Herbert and Susannah Broughton. Photography: Nick Gurney

➜ Better pay and conditions, including contracts
of minimum three years, made possible through
longer-term more stable funding to organisations.

Recommendation six: Mutually
Beneficial Partnerships
Businesses should view sports and creative activity
organisations as potential joint partners in
addressing their core business needs (skills
development, employee recruitment and retention,
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Appendix 1 – Principles of best practice
Pull Factors (engagement)
Sports and arts engage young people because
they associate them with celebrity and fame
Young people want to get involved in sports
and arts because they are youth oriented
Young people engage more regularly in sports
or arts when projects are local to them
Developing Skills (progressing through the project)
Our project is good for young people because
it diverts them away from negative behaviour
It’s important to give young people the opportunity
to engage in activities at any time
We work to realise the potential a young person
has within them
Progression routes (education, training, employment)
It’s important to give young people space
to make decisions about their lives
Our project is good for young people because it provides
training for industries where there are job vacancies
Our service is about providing positive opportunities
to young people at critical times in their lives
Practice principles – how to do it
We support young people to succeed at
what is achievable for them
Where possible we allow young people to
make decisions about the services we run
We develop our services by planning for the
future and making the case to funders

Sports and arts engage young people because
they are non-academic and fun
Young people want to get involved with sports
and arts because they aspire to jobs in these areas
Young people engage more in projects based in
high profile venues
Our project is good for young people because
it helps them develop skills for life
It’s important for young people to commit themselves
if they want the real rewards of being involved
We work to develop specific skills like self discipline
that will help young people in their future lives
It’s important to steer young people towards opportunities
that will help them progress and succeed in life
Our project is good for young people because it helps
them develop personal skills like self confidence
Our service is about making it possible for young people
to make longstanding changes to their lives
We challenge young people to be the best
so that excel when they perform
We design our services based on our professional knowledge
and experience, and on what we know works
We make the most of funding opportunities
as they arise

Staff skills
The staff who make the biggest difference to young people
are those who practice sports/arts themselves
Staff need to be highly trained to work most
effectively with difficult young people
Our organisation and its success is dependant
on special individuals

Appendix 2 – Organisational Challenges
Organisation (internal) – management committee, staff and volunteers, strategy,
structures and systems;
Institutional (external) level – funders, umbrella bodies, government bodies, training and
development establishments, new delivery mechanisms.
INTERNAL FACTORS
Organisational strategies
• Describe the development / growth patterns of your organisation.
• Does you organisation have a strategy in place? (discuss)
• What is the main driver(s) for your organisation and what impact does this driver have
on your organisations strategy?
• To what extent do you feel in control of the organisation’s development?
• Does your organisation have any quality assurance systems in place? (discuss)
• What is your organisation’s attitude towards risk and experimentation?
What determines this approach?
Operational and governance structures
• Describe your organisations operational / governance structures.
• Are they flexible or rigid?
• Describe the decision making process within your organisation.
• Would you describe your organisation as hierarchical or participative?
• Would you describe your organisations modes of working as formal or informal?
Quality of leadership (board and staff)
• Describe your organisations leadership – is it strategic?
• How does your organisation approach and deal with change? (e.g. proactively /
reactively)
• Do you think this process is effective? What would make it more effective?
Stakeholder engagement and management
• How would your organisation define ‘effective’ in terms of its relationships with
key stakeholders? (members or trustees, the board, managers, employees, clients)
• How are these relationship managed and by whom?
Skills and recruitment
• How does your organisation approach staff development? (learning, accreditation etc)
• How does your organisation approach the development of volunteers and management
committees?
• Do you feel your organisation is committed to the above?
• Does your organisation seek to understand the skills-set within the organisation, and
how is this understanding used? (e.g. recruitment, volunteer policy, etc.)
• How does your organisation approach the balance between vocational and core skills?
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The staff who make the biggest difference to young people
are those who have youth work training
Engaging well with young people is an
instinctual thing
Our organisation and its success is dependant on the
strength of our policies and procedures

Client/customer/market knowledge
• How does your organisation seek to understand the needs of your clients?
• How does your organisation respond to these needs?
• Do these needs impact on how services are developed / modified?
• What approach does your organisation take to knowledge management?
Performance measurement & review
• Does your organisation monitor / evaluate performance? Please describe?
• Does your organisation share performance data with peers? If so, how? To what value/
gain?
• Does your organisation aim to identify lessons learnt (successes and failures)? How?
EXTERNAL FACTORS
Social trends
• How do you think social trends are affecting/ or could affect your organisation?
• How does your organisation gain / stay aware of these issues?
• How does your organisation respond to these trends?
• Could this response be more effective – how?
Funding
• Describe the mixture / nature of your organisations funding
• How does your organisation respond to:
- the funding climate
- the impact of changing criteria
- Monitoring and reporting requirements
• What are the main issues your organisation faces with regards to funding?
• Have these issues led to your organisation pursuing any other avenues of finance?
• How do you think service / delivery would change if funding were not an issue?
Policy and regulatory context
• Do you feel the policy and regulatory context has become more or less supportive of the
type of work that you do? Why?
• How does your organisation respond to increasing expectations in terms of value for
money?
• How does your organisation react to emerging / changing policy priorities?
• How do these priorities affect your organisation and its work?
• Have the tighter controls around access to young people impacted your organisation?
How has this been addressed?
Support facilities and networks
• What support facilities and networks is your organisation involved in?
• How appropriate are these facilities and networks in addressing the needs of your
organisation? What would make them more appropriate? (e.g. topics, forms of delivery)

Client needs and expectations
• How have your client’s needs / expectations changed since you’ve been working with them?
• How does your organisation address these changes?
• What are the implications of these changes for your organisation?
Market provision and competition
• Is overlap/competition with other service providers an issue for your organisation? Are there
other organisations providing similar services to yours operating in your area?
• If so, what impact does this have and how is it addressed by your organisation?
• How could this issue be resolved?
• Would you welcome closer collaboration with other providers of services even if this
meant sharing of resources?
Manchester Effect
A key issue we are exploring is the ‘Manchester effect’ – (something unique about
Manchester context)
• Do you think there is a ‘Manchester effect’?
• How do you think it impact on the successes / failures of organisations
• Do you think the ‘Manchester effect’ impacts on the degree to which lessons learnt from
Manchester are transferable?
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Partnership opportunities
• Describe the type and scope of your partnerships.
• What is your organisation approach to partnership working and what role does it play in
your organisation development?
• What do you think are the benefits / drawbacks of partnership working?
• Does your organisation actively seek partnership opportunities?
• What is current involvement with the private sector? Opportunities to expand?
Challenges?
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